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“It’s a simple declaration of values — a
Student Aid Bill of Rights.”
An op-ed from The President of the United States, Barack Obama, on A6

UMS passes Orono votes to withdraw
from lawsuit regarding
resolution
to freeze in- Penobscot Nation water rights
state tuition
for fourth
consecutive
year
Lauren Abbate
News Editor
A resolution to freeze tuition rates for the 2016 Fiscal Year was unanimously
approved by the University of Maine System Board
of Trustees, making the
upcoming school year the
fourth consecutive year instate rates have remained at
a zero-percent increase.
“The
University
of
Maine System is committed to keeping my tuition
and the tuition of my peers
affordable to ensure that
every individual has access
to higher education in the
State of Maine,” student
trustee Paul Nelson said in
a press conference following the March 16 vote.
This vote is the continuance of a three year tuition
freeze that went into place
in 2012, which has since
kept all in-state tuition
rates at 2013 levels after
being adjusted for inflation. UMS’ decision to lock
in tuition rates for a fourth
year marks the longest tuition freeze in the history of
a public university system.
Nationally, tuition rates
for public four-year institutions have increased an

average of 17 percent after
being adjusted for inflation
over the last five years.
“It is the responsibility of the system to be the
low-cost option for public higher education in
Maine,” Nelson said.“We
have traversed a tough road
to get where we are today
and the board is continuing to analyze the budget
over the next few months
which being constructed in
the framework of keeping
tuition flat the next fiscal
year.”
In order for this resolution to keep 2016 tuition
rates at 2013 levels to be put
into place, the Maine State
Legislature must approve
Governor Paul Lepage’s
Fiscal Year 2016-17 budget
proposal for Maine’s public
universities.
According to Nelson, the
median household income
in Maine from 2011 to 2013
was $50,478. Without financial aid, the average
tuition fees as a percentage
of this household income is
about 18 percent.
“As it stands, this is a
significant amount of money and any increase would
See Tuition on A2

The Penobscot River is at the center of a lawsuit between Maine and the Penobscot Nation.

Kyle Hadyniak
Staff Writer
The Orono Community
Development
Committee
has voted to withdraw from
the Penobscot Nation water
rights lawsuit, a court case
that has involved 18 other
entities over control of the
Penobscot River.
The lawsuit was brought
by the Penobscot Nation Native Americans in 2012 to secure the right to subsistence
hunting and fishing after the
Maine Attorney General issued a statement contending
this 22-year-old position. Orono became an intervener in
June 2014.
“I personally have not
had any citizen tell me they

disapprove of the withdrawal,” Chair of the Orono Town
Council Cynthia M. Mehnert
said. “The full Council still
needs to vote on the order, so
there is a chance that more
discussion will occur.”
In 1980, the court case
United States v. Maine promised the Penobscot Nation
subsistence hunting and fishing rights throughout their
land. However, in 2012 Former Maine Attorney General
William Schneider declared
that the Penobscot Nation’s
land reservation does not include the Penobscot River,
meaning Penobscot fisherman without a fishing permit
were at risk of prosecution
by Maine law enforcement
officers.

“With the exception of
the islands that form the Penobscot Indian Reservation,
the River is open for public
use and enjoyment, and the
State of Maine has exclusive
regulatory jurisdiction over
activities taking place on the
river,” Schneider stated in his
letter to the Penobscot Nation. “Members of the public
engaged in hunting, fishing,
or other recreational activities on the waters of the Penobscot River are subject to
Maine law as they would be
elsewhere in the State.”
The Orono Community
Development
Committee
held a meeting on March
16 to discuss the issue and
whether or not Orono should
remain an intervener in the

Kyah Lucky, Contributor

case. About 35 people attended the meeting.
“After reading all the documentation [the council] has
been provided, I think [Orono] should not be interveners
in this case,” Councilor Mark
Haggerty said. The statement
prompted applause from the
audience and some agreement from other council
members.   
Orono has a permit to discharge waste into the river
from its waste water treatment facility, hence its intervener status. Interveners are
allowed the ability to present
evidence in court and cross
examine other parties.
Now that the Community
See Penobscot on A2

UMS Board of Trustees evalute utilization of
system properties; considers downsizes, sales
Amanda Clark
Contributor
The
University
of
Maine’s Board of Trustees
are “trimming” down real
estate scattered across the
state. The board’s finance
and facilities committee
proposed the selling or disposal of properties in Bangor, Portland, Old Town
and Machias.
The removal of unnecessary properties is aimed
at utilizing the University’s
space more efficiently to
increase the density of students and staff on the various campuses.
The density factor is
a broad measure of how
“busy” a campus is in relation to space utilization
Tuesday
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and efficiency of campus
operations. Though there
is no single recipe to increase density quickly,
strategies used in combination have been seen to
have an impact; such as the
elimination of poor quality
space, repurposing buildings and selling or leasing
under-utilized campus facilities.
As part of this mission,
the System hopes to shed
multiple properties across
the state by the end of this
year including the System’s office located at 16
Central Street in downtown Bangor. This building
has been utilized for office
space by UMS officials and
employees since 2005.   
Though nearly 100 UMS
Wednesday
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employees will need to be
relocated throughout the
UMS campuses, the selling
of this historic building,
which is valued at over
$1 million, will ultimately

fice comes to UMaine Orono,” Connor Scott, undergraduate representative
to the Board of Trustees,
said. “We are the flagship
university, and we are cru-

“I think it makes sense that the System
office comes to UMaine Orono. We are
the flagship university, and we are crucial
to the mission of the System.”
Connor Scott
Undergraduate respresentative to the UMS Board
of Trustees

decrease spending for the
System immensely.
“I think that it makes
sense that the System ofThursday
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cial to the mission of the
System… We are going to
be one University with seven campuses, so it makes
Friday
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sense that they be located
on the main campus.”
Properties on the outskirts of the University of
Southern Maine campus
in Portland, known as the
“white houses,” are being
evaluated for sale, demolition or leasing. The
seven buildings are old
residential buildings that
have been since converted
into System office space.
According to the Bangor
Daily News, the System
estimates that the buildings
could be sold for approximately $1.2-$1.4 million,
which would save the System $250,000-$300,000 in
five years due to payments
and operating costs.
The facilities committee
decided to dispose of —
Saturday
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sell, repair or demolish—
the University of Maine
at Machias Kimball Hall,
which closed last month
after the structural integrity of the historic building
was assessed and deemed
unfit for inhabitants in its
current state. The facility
was home to faculty offices, a dining area and the
UMaine Machias Facilities
Division.
Also at the Board of
Trustee’s meeting, committee members voted to
pursue the commercial sale
of a 30-acre area of land
located along the Stillwater
Avenue in Old Town. This
property includes a small
portion of the DeMerritt
See Board on A4
Sunday
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Stolen faculty laptop containing student
information not yet found, data not used
Samuel Shepherd
Contributor
The University of Maine
has reached out to the people affected by the Feb. 10
data breach involving a
theft of a faculty member’s
laptop and media card. The
former students affected
have been offered identity
theft protection from Experian, a cyber protection
company.
The data breach occurred when a faculty
member’s laptop and media card were stolen from

a checked bag while traveling from Seattle to Boston. The theft was reported
to Massachusetts State Police, according to University of Maine spokesperson
Margaret Nagle.
The laptop involved in
the breach has not been
found, according to John
Forker, chief information
security officer for the
University of Maine System. Forker also says that
the data, which included
social security numbers of
604 students and records
of 337 others, has not been

used. The state attorney
general’s office was alerted, as required by Maine’s
“Notice of Risk to Personal
Data Act.”
The University of Maine
has an information security
policy that prohibits some
faculty members from having certain information
about students. Forker believes the faculty member
was probably unaware of
any potential wrongdoing.
“I don’t believe the faculty member purposefully
violated the policy,” said
Forker. “At that time, class

rosters included social security numbers, as they
were student IDs. Having
them was not doing anything wrong at the time.”
He also stated that the
person who stole the laptop was probably unaware
of who the laptop’s owner
was as well as the information it contained. It is likely that the laptop has been
cleared of all its data and
sold.
“I don’t suspect we’re
ever going to find it,”
Forker said. “If it is, the
first action was to scrub it

to resell it. There is really
no more to investigate with
it.”
Forker stressed that everyone, not only faculty
members, should be aware
of what is on their computers. He said that even
students who filed their
own taxes could have their
family’s, as well as their
own, sensitive information
easily accessible on their
computer.
“I think it’s time for us
all to pause and reflect on
the data we might have
on our computers,” Fork-

er said. “Your own social
security number may be at
risk of being stolen.”
The faculty member has
not been identified, and
Forker declined to do so
over the phone. Forker encouraged all people affected to take the University up
on its identity protection
services from Experian.
“I think it’s a good practice for people to use identity protection services,”
Forker said. “Whether it
be through this or through
a store’s data breach, it’s
valuable for folks.”

Old Town begins economic development
project aimed at rennovating downtown
Lauren Abbate
News Editor
The city of Old Town
is in the early stages of an
economic
development
project that aims to revitalize the city’s downtown and
repurpose the former site of
the Old Town Canoe factory.
“There has been an awful lot of talk and agreement
from everybody, business
owners, residents and city
officials, that they wanted to do whatever the city
can so that there is no real
further decline in business
downtown,” Ron Harriman,
economic development director for the City of Old
Town, said.
Three draft plans for the
development of the Old
Town Canoe site, put together by engineering firm
Wright-Pierce, have been
presented to the public at
two forum-style meetings
held earlier this year. The
third and final of these public forums is planned for the
end of March, with the date
still to be determined.
According to a WrightPierce press release, Old
Town’s downtown, which
borders the Penobscot
River, has approximately
300,000 square feet of underutilized building space
along with an empty six-

Tuition
from A1

impact our students’ ability
to live a prosperous lifestyle after graduation without the concern of crippling
college debt,” Nelson said.
In a state like Maine,
concerned about preventing
its college graduates from
moving elsewhere after
graduation, Nelson says the
System’s ability to keep tuition rates affordable heightens a graduates’ chances of
prosperity within the state’s
professional sectors, regardless of the salary rates.
One of the hallmark programs within UMS, specifically at the University of
Maine at Farmington, is education. Maine as a state in
need of educators; however,
the low-paying field often
has a difficult time attracting newcomers. According
to Nelson, because UMS is
committed to keeping tuition rates at a zero-percent
increase, students passionate about education can
study that field without the
fear of economic fallout.
“This high quality and
low-cost education allows
teachers to work in a relatively low-paying profession without worrying
about crippling college
debt,” Nelson said.
After Nelson’s remarks,
Connor Scott, UMaine undergraduate representative
to the Board of Trustees,

acre plot of land formerly
occupied by the canoe factory.
“The concepts for the redevelopment of the former
factory site is just one piece
of the process, but it is really an integral part because
its such a large part of the
downtown,” Harriman said.
Of the three proposed
plans, one uses all of the
six-acre site for business
and retail purposes, the second is a mixed-use of retail
and residential space, while
the third plan would offer a
gathering place for the public in the form of a park and
space for a farmers market.
These rough concepts
were gathered from public
input given at the first open
forum hosted in November 2014. In the time since
this explorative meeting,
Wright-Pierce has developed the three concepts as
categorizations of ideas
presented by the public in
the forum and the 125 surveys residents submitted to
the city.
“Wright-Pierce is developing the plan, but with the
input they have received
from our community,” Harriman said.
The business and retail
use concept features two
large buildings, ranging
from 50,000 to 100,000
square feet, that would be
thanked the Board for continuing its commitment to
keeping college education
affordable within Maine.
“I want to express my
thanks to the Board for
their commitment to affordability on behalf of the
students I represent here
at UMaine, every Maine
learner — considering the
door-opening power of a
college degree — and most
importantly my mom and
my family, as well as my
siblings who attend the institution,” Scott said.
Scott comes from a
family of 10 children, six
of whom are currently enrolled in one of Maine’s
higher education institutions. The cost of higher education leaves Scott’s family, and others like them,
in a financial bind between
affordability and obtaining
a college degree.
“It has been and continues to be a big investment
for each of us. We work
hard to save our money and
are taking on student loans
and are cutting back in an
attempt to graduate with
as little debt as possible,”
Scott said. “Thanks to the
board of trustees vote today, we can spend on our
education next year the
same as what we have been
the past three years.”
The UMS Board of
Trustees is expected to finalize the 2016 fiscal year
budget, including tuition
rates, at their May meeting.

Old Town is in the concept phase of rennovating areas of its downtown district.

used to incorporate a hotel,
a national retailer or a group
of smaller businesses. The
plan also includes space for
residential housing and 400
parking spaces.
The “mixed-use” plan
has three buildings ranging from 20,000 to 25,000
square feet that would
house small businesses on
the street level and residential space on the top floors

on the building. The plan
includes space for a small
park in the center of the lot
and 225 parking spaces.
Lee Jackson, a third-year
student at the University of
Maine and member of the
Old Town School Board,
is a fourth generation Old
Towner. Jackson, like many
Old Town residents, are
embracing the steps the
city is taking to develop its

downtown.
“I would say it’s a great
opportunity to better the
downtown and to better
ourselves,” Jackson said.
According to Harriman,
the majority of residents
and business owners that he
has heard from prefer the
mixed-use option. Jackson
also prefers this plan and
cites the diversity and flexibility that this plan could

The Town of Orono voted to withdraw from the lawsuit brought by the
Penobscot Nation regarding fishing rights on the Prenobscot River.

Penobscot
from A1

Development Committee has
issued a decision, the Federal
Court has to approve Orono’s
withdrawal as an intervener.
Mehnert states the town’s
legal counsel is researching
how to proceed but “most
likely a motion to withdraw
would be filed with the
Court.” All remaining parties
would have the right to object to Orono’s withdrawal.

“While attempts are being
made to avoid conflicts, until
the matter is resolved, tribal
members should be aware
of the situation and related
risks,” states a fisherman’s
notice on the Penobscot Nation website. “They should
cooperate fully if confronted by state law enforcement
officials and immediately report any incidents to the Director of Natural Resources.”
Penobscot Nation member Mark Chavaree penned
a letter in the Bangor Dai-

ly News in 2012 stating his
tribe’s position and why they
are bringing this matter to
court.
“The Penobscot Nation
is an Indian tribe that has
occupied and cared for the
Penobscot River since time
immemorial,” Chavaree stated. “[We want] to ensure that
the promises made to the Penobscot Nation by Congress
are upheld. These promises
recognize our ancient ties to
the river and confirm our sustenance fishing right.”

James Winters, Contributor

bring to the downtown area.
“One of the things that I
am stressing is that there is
no silver bullet that is going to bring downtown Old
Town back. So until you
find that silver bullet, you
have to use a lot of lead,”
Jackson said. “The mixed
use option, like most people, is my favorite. There
See Old Town on A5

Kyah Lucky, Contributor

Interveners in the lawsuit
include the towns of Brewer,
Bucksport, East Millinocket, Howland, Lincoln, Mattawamkeag, Millinocket and
Orono, as well as the Guilford-Sangerville
Sanitary
District and the Veazie Sewer
District. Private companies
Covanta Maine LLC, Great
Northern Paper Co., Kruger
Energy, Lincoln Paper and
Tissue, Red Shield Acquisition LLC, True Textiles Inc.
and Verso Paper Co. are also
interveners in the lawsuit.
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Letter to the Faculty Senate
Forty-three University of Maine faculty members composed a letter urging the University of Maine Board of Trustees to divest the University’s investment
portfolio from fossil fuels. The letter comes in the wake of the Board’s Jan. 26 vote to partially divest from coal. The divestment movement has been gaining
momentum across the system after a formal student group, Divest UMaine, was formed in 2014. The following letter will be presented the Faculty Senate on
April 1.
An Open Letter to the Faculty Senate
From: Faculty Members of the University of Maine
Date: March, 2015
In support of students throughout the University of Maine System, we
are urging the University of Maine Faculty Senate to endorse the students’
divestment proposal. The proposal calls on the University of Maine System
to divest the University endowment portfolio of fossil fuel company holdings over a period of five years.
The University of Maine is not alone. There are similar divestment campaigns at over 400 campuses nationwide. Nine colleges and universities
have already divested, including Unity College, College of the Atlantic, and
San Francisco State University. Faculty senates have voted for divestment
at such institutions as Cornell, UCSB, Oregon State, and UVM. In 1982, the
University of Maine took the lead in the South Africa divestment movement
by being the first public university in New England to divest. Today, 32
years later, it is time for UMaine to be at the forefront again.
Our focus is on the 200 corporations holding the world’s largest fossil
fuel reserves. Leading climate scientists have stated that 60 to 80 percent of
the planet’s fossil fuel reserves must never be burned if we are to stay below
a 2degree Celsius rise in average global temperature. This 2degree limit has
been identified by scientific groups as the threshold beyond which the effects of global warming are likely to be catastrophic. These groups include
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the National Academy of
Science, and the Royal Society.
Furthermore, we must acknowledge the biophysical reality that we have
entered the “second half of the age of oil” in which we no longer can rely
on increasing our consumption of fossil fuels to generate wealth. US oil
production peaked in 1970 and global oil production peaked in 2008, and
in 2014 we appear to be on an “undulating plateau” preceding inevitable
decline. Energy return on investment (EROI) of oil has declined over the
last century from ~1000:1 to ~10:1, indicating that we are gaining less and
less net energy from investing in oil extraction and production as large,
easilyaccessible, highquality reserves are depleted and we’re relegated to
exploiting smaller, hardertoreach, lowerquality reserves. Once the economic, energetic, and environmental costs of obtaining oil and other fossil fuels
outweigh the benefits of burning those fuels, further investment in that industry is foolish. Currently, the biophysical reality of depletion is winning
against the promise of technological progress gained via new investment,
and we should be very skeptical of calls to continue subsidizing fossil fuel
companies in the hopes that businessasusual will continue to yield profits.
Individuals can make efforts to reduce their carbon footprints, but an
adequate response to climate change requires both effective government
policy and visible actions by both public and private institutions. As educators, we contribute to public awareness through our teaching and research,
but such efforts are insufficient to affect a government that has been in
deadlock.
The goals of divestment are to 1) publicly call attention to the necessity
for the United States and other countries to make a transition away from
fossil fuels towards energy sources that are carbon neutral, and 2) stop subsidizing fossil fuel extraction whereby we send University resources obtained from student tuition and taxpayer appropriations to fossil fuel companies. The University of Maine has already made major efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and make the campus more energy efficient, but
the scope and speed of climate change demand that we take further steps
by weaning ourselves from fossil fuel investments and no longer providing
financial support to corporations whose shortterm profitability is incompatible with longterm sustainability.
The financial implications of divestment have been carefully considered.
Investment specialists are finding that it is possible to divest without reducing the value of an institution’s endowment. In the long run, it may also be
financially prudent to divest. When the proven fossil fuel reserves of the
major companies are found to be “stranded assets,” or when government
policies impose substantial new constraints on fossil fuel emissions, the

value of stock in such companies is likely to fall. Portfolios without fossil
fuel investments already perform well, and sometimes outperform those
that include fossil fuels.
It will be up to the Board of Trustees to decide whether to divest. However, a vote from the Faculty Senate will help to ensure that the Board of
Trustees gives the issue serious consideration and the attention it deserves.
We invite those who agree with us to add your voice to this discussion.
Respectfully,
1. Constant Albertson, Associate Professor of Art, Dept of Art
2. Douglas Allen, Professor, Department of Philosophy
3. Steven Barkan, Professor, Department of Sociology
4. Carla Billitteri, Associate Professor, Department of English
5. Jim Bishop, Retired Lecturer, Department of English
6. Richard Brucher, Associate Professor and Chair, Department of English
7. Pat Burnes, Associate Professor, Department of English
8. Sandra S. Butler, Professor, School of Social Work
9. Stephen Coghlan, Associate Professor, Department of Wildlife Ecology
10. Laura Cowan, Associate Professor, Department of English
11. Ronald Davis, Professor Emeritus, School of Biology & Ecology,
and Climate Change Institute
12. Shirley “Lee” Davis, Professor Emerita, Division of Lifelong Learning
13. Julie DellaMattera, Associate Professor, Early Childhood Development & Education
14. Kerstin Engman, Assistant Professor, Department of Art
15. Jacquelyn Gill, Assistant Professor, School of Biology & Ecology
and the Climate Change Institute
16. Nathan Godfried, Professor, Department of History
17. Michael Grillo, Chair, Department of Art
18. Mark Haggerty, Associate Professor, Honors College
19. Laurie E. Hicks, Professor, Department of Art
20. Michael Howard, Professor, Department of Philosophy
21. Jon Ippolito, Professor, New Media Department
22. Naomi Jacobs, Professor, Department of English
23. Nico Jenkins, Preceptor, Honors College
24. Richard W. Judd, Professor, Department of History
25. Margaret Killinger, Rezendes Preceptor for the Arts, Associate Professor, Honors College
26. Roger King, Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy
27. Sharon Klein, Assistant Professor, School of Economics
28. Jean D MacRae, Associate Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering
29. Kyriacos Markides, Professor, Department of Sociology
30. Elizabeth McKillen, Professor, Department of History
31. Robert M. Milardo, Professor of Family Relations, Human Development
32. Virginia NeesHatlen, Professor Emerita, Department of English
33. Elizabeth Payne, Lecturer II, Department of English
34. Darren Ranco, Chair of Native American Programs, Associate Professor of Anthropology
35. Alan M. Rosenwasser, Professor of Psychology
36. Ann Schonberger, Professor Emerita, Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program
37. Phillip Silver, Professor of Music, School of Performing Arts
38. Nathan Stormer, Mark & Marcia Bailey Distinguished Professor of
Speech & Theatre,
Department of Communication & Journalism
39. Sharon Tisher, Lecturer, School of Economics and Honors College
40. Mary Tyler, Professor of Zoology, School of Biology and Ecology
41. Tim Waring, Assistant Professor, School of Economics
42. Gregory White, Professor, School of Economics
43. Faren Wolter, Instructor, Department of Wildlife Ecology
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Maine’s Climate Future: UMaine
researchers assess climate change in Maine
The hope is that having
access to the information in
the report will help prepare
Maine citizens and businesses for the challenges
brought on by a changing
environment.
Some of the challenges
listed in the report include
increasing
temperatures
and storms, higher ocean
temperatures in the Gulf
of Maine, eroding beaches
and farmland, increased human cases of lyme disease
and continued pressures on
wildlife.
Whereas in the past, mitigation of human-induced
climate change was the focus of most climate scientific and political discussion,
the authors of the UMaine
report as well as other top

adapt.”
He and others hope that
having access to this kind of
University of Maine facinformation will help Maine
ulty and collaborators have
citizens and businesses prepublished a report addresspare for what happens as the
ing and analyzing the effects
state moves into the future.
of climate change in Maine.
One of the most promThe report was initiated
inent outcomes of climate
by the Climate Change Inchange noted in the report
stitute and the Maine Sea
has been the overall increase
Grant. It was authored by
of Maine’s temperature. Acnine researchers and profescording to studies cited in
sors at UMaine. One of the
the report, since the end of
authors, Ivan Fernandez, is
the 19th Century, Maine’s
hopeful that these findings
average annual temperature
will help Mainers adapt,
has risen about 3 degrees
but also help people realize
F (1.7 degrees C). Current
what can be done.
models of the global atmo“What is needed is more
sphere and ocean developed
anticipatory adaptation that
by the Intergovernmental
uses the best information
Panel on Climate Change
available to minimize the
(IPCC), predict that Maine’s
costs of climate change, and
annual temperature could go
sometimes
up another
to take ad3-5 degrees
“What is needed is more anticipatory
vantage of
F (1.7-2.8
adaptation that uses the best information
new oppordegrees C)
tunities that
by 2050.
available to minimize the costs of climate
arise as a reAdditionchange. ”
sult of these
ally, Maine’s
changes,”
“warm seaIvan Fernandez
Fernandez,
son”,
deProfessor in the School of Forest Resources, the
professor in
fined
in
the
Climate Change Institute and the School of Food
the School
report
at
the
and Agriculture
of Forest Retime when
sources, the Climate Change climate leaders now say that the temperature is above
Institute and the School of we are at the point where freezing, has increased in
Food & Agriculture, said.
climate change is here, and length by two weeks. HighThe report builds on a people are being forced er temperatures and longer
previous analysis conduct- to adapt to the changes it warm periods have affected
agriculture; Maine’s maple
ed in 2009 by the Climate brings.
Change Institute, which dis“There is a broad recog- syrup season is now arrivcussed climate changes in nition that climate change is ing earlier in the year than
Maine. That report, which being experienced now with previously, for example.
According to the report,
was spurred by Governor more to come,” Fernandez
these changes have also
John Baldacci, was the proj- said.
ect of more than 70 scienHowever, despite the re- altered wildlife dynamics.
tists.
port’s focus on adapting to Higher temperatures make
The 2015 update analyzes Maine’s changing climate, for a more hospitable envipast and present climate its authors say that mitiga- ronment for lyme-disease
events in Maine and makes tion is still as important as bearing ticks, while Maine
staples such as moose are
predictions about the state’s ever.
future. For the report, the
“We need to mitigate more vulnerable to the
authors mined existing data more than ever because, to heat. Likewise, changes in
on things like precipitation, date, we have done nothing Maine’s climate could make
average annual temperature, to stop the rise in green- the state more open to forthe effects of climate change house gas emissions,” Fer- eign and invasive species.
In the Gulf of Maine,
on wildlife and other fea- nandez said. “However, at
tures of Maine’s climate.
the same time, we have to average water temperature
Chase Brunton
Staff Writer

Old Town
from A3

could be a little bit of everything. You want business in
there to pay property taxes
but you also want things for
people to do.”
Aside from the development of the former Old
Town canoe site, the finished master plan will present a host of recommendations for the development
of the downtown. Harriman
assumes that these recom-

Board

from A1
Forest, which is maintained
by campus recreation and
is utilized by UMaine students for recreation and educational purposes.
If the university were
to sell the land, it would
“make those resources
available for the purchase
of land of greater academic
value elsewhere,” according to the System.

UMaine Professor Ivan Fernandez is one of the nine
authors from the University of Maine who worked on
compiling the updated 2015 climate report.

has increased at a rate faster
than most of the world. In
2012, a heat wave caused
lobsters to migrate toward
shore early, resulting in an
overabundance of the crustaceans and a drop in their
value, hurting lobster fishermen.

mendations will undoubtedly include some renovations
to the existing infrastructure and appearance of the
downtown district.
“It could be things like
a facade program, it could
be sidewalk improvements,
signage or bicycle adaptations. It could be a whole
host of things that a city
would want to make sure
are covered when you are
looking at a redeveloping a
downtown,” Harriman said.
Harriman was the person to originally bring the

suggestion of a master plan
to the attention of the city
manager and city council
when he first started working for Old Town last year.
Harriman says that the has
worked with other communities in developing master
plans, but has never seen
such unanimous public approval as he has witnessed
in Old Town.
“You want to have everybody on the same page
when you’re talking about
the future of a community.
So we just wanted to get

everything looked at and
get everyone’s input, and I
hope, get almost everybody
on the same page because
that’s how you really get
some momentum behind
actually making some tangible improvements,” Harriman said.
With one more public
meeting on the proposals
to be held before the end of
the month, draft plans will
be presented to Old Town
City Council in April and
the final plan is expected to
be announced in May.

In a review by Sightlines, a facilities consultant from Connecticut,
evaluators found that the
UMS was not utilizing it’s
buildings to it’s highest
potential, and many buildings are in need of repairs,
which may not be worth repairing in the long run.
According to the assessment, more than 36 percent
of UMS facilities have a
renovation age of 50 years
old or greater.
In order to “restart” a

buildings birth-date, more
than 51 percent of the
building must be newly
renovated. The System has
approximately $961 million of backlogged maintenance needed to be done,
refers to “catch up cost,”
not “keep up cost.”
But compared to last
year’s assessment, the System is making baby steps
towards improvement to
the complicated process
of revitalizing facilities
across the seven campuses

by changing their tactic.
In 2006, 51 percent
of the System’s facilities
budget was going towards
new space. In 2014 , 77
percent of the System’s
facilities spending went towards existing buildings in
need of repairs, with only
7 percent going to new facilities. These adjustments
will help the System begin
to tackle the proposed $3.4
million needed in renovations to keep UMaine facilities usable.

Josh Quinit, Staff Photographer

Winter recreation has
also been affected by decreases in snowfall and
higher temperatures. More
than a hundred ski resorts in
Maine have signed a declaration urging statewide climate action.
“People are often quite

interested in climate change
adaptation and sustainability, in part because many
are already involved in the
process,” Fernandez said.
He also said that there is
“growing recognition” of
the “costs to business from
climate change.”

The World
This Week
US trains Iraqi forces as
battle for Tikrit continues
By Vivian Salama and
Qassim Abdul-Zahra, The
Associated Press
TAJI, Iraq (AP) - As the
U.S. mission to Iraq expands, so do its efforts to
arm and train the country’s
security forces to combat
the Islamic State group,
with large-scale operations
continuing to recapture territory from the Sunni militants. Hundreds of American
advisers are working at the
Camp Taji military base just
north of Baghdad to train
Iraqi forces on issues like
weaponry and better coordination and integration of
ground action with coalition
airstrikes.
Shiite rebel leader vows
to fight rivals in Yemen’s
south
By Ahmed Al-haj, The
Associated Press
ADEN, Yemen (AP) Yemen’s Shiite rebel leader
escalated his attack Sunday
against the country’s embattled president, vowing
to send fighters to the south
where Abed-Rabbo Mansour Hadi has taken refuge.
The fiery speech came hours

after his militia seized the
third- largest city of Taiz,
an important station in its
advance. Abdel-Malik alHouthi, who is backed by
supporters of former President Ali Abdullah Saleh, said
the mobilization is aimed at
fighting al-Qaida and other
militant groups, as well as
forces loyal to Hadi who are
in the south intending to further destabilize Yemen.
Lee Kuan Yew, founder
of modern Singapore, dies
at 91
By Stephen Wright, The
Associated Press
SINGAPORE (AP) - Lee
Kuan Yew, who founded
modern Singapore and was
both feared for his authoritarian tactics and admired
for turning the city-state into
one of the world’s richest
nations, died Monday, the
government said. He was
91. Lee was admitted to Singapore General Hospital on
Feb. 5 for severe pneumonia
and was later put on life support.
Syrian military helicopter crashes, insurgents
capture crew
By The Associated Press
BEIRUT (AP) -- Syrian
insurgents captured several government airmen after
their helicopter crashed in
a rebel-held area of northwestern Syria on Sunday,
activists said.
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Weekly Updates
Police
Beat
The best from UMaine’s finest

Lauren Abbate
News Editor
Feb. 20
4:37 p.m. - Pot piper
The University of Maine
Police Department (UMPD)
received a Resident Assistant
(RA) complaint of an odor of
marijuana on the third floor of
Androscoggin Hall. When of-

ficers responded to they
found Akwero Vincent,
18, in possession of a usable
amount of marijuana and two
glass pipes. Vincent was very
cooperative with the officers
and was summoned for illegal
possession of marijuana.
11:27 p.m. - And stay out!

visibly intoxicated and unable
to stand. Giquere told officers that he and two friends
travelled by bus from Saco,
Maine to visits friends who
lived in Gannett Hall. Giquere
said that he had been separated from his friends when
they were drinking. He declined the medical attention
the officers offered and was
summonsed for illegal possession of alcohol by a minor
by consumption. Giquere also
A Penobscot Hall RA received a trespass warning to
alerted UMPD of an intoxi- stay off of any property owned
cated male vomiting in one by the University of Maine.
of the bathrooms in the resFeb. 24
idence hall. When officers
arrived they found Brandon
11:04 p.m. - Towel under
Giquere, 19, a non-student
the
door always works
from Biddeford, Maine, in
one of the bathroom stalls

UMPD

Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Lauren Abbate
News Editor
USM invest in advertising campaign and scholarships, applications decline
The University of Southern Maine has spent $1
million on an ad campaign
launched in February as well
as an extra $1 million in additional scholarship money.
While both actions expenditures were aimed at boosting
enrollment, the number of
undergraduates applying to
USM has decreased 10-percent from this time last year.
USM was able to save
$4 million in salary costs
by laying off 51 faculty positions in the middle of the
2014-2015 academic year.
The $2 million price tag on
the ad campaign and the new

scholarship
offerings
was derived from these
savings.
With undergraduate applications down 10 percent from
last year, USM has received
only 3,809 applications compared to last year’s 4,249.
Overall, undergraduate admissions are down 12 percent
and the actual enrollment of
undergraduates is down 41
percent from last year.
Applications to USM’s
graduate program are also
down 10 percent, thought the
enrollment is up four-percent
from last year.
According to new USM
President Harvey Kesselman, the campus is obviously
not enthused by these initial
numbers, but they are hopeful that as the ad campaign

progresses these enrollment
numbers will increase.
UMaine Professor receives national recognition
for poetry book
Professor of English at the
University of Maine, Jennifer
Moxley, was the recipient of
the 2015 William Carlos Williams Award for her book,
“The Open Secret.”
Every year, The Poetry
Society of America presents
the award, named after American poet William Carlos
Williams, to a book of poetry
whose author is a permanent
resident of the United States
and is published by an inde-

pendent press.
“The Open Secret” was
published in October 2014 by
the independent Chicago poetry publishing house, Flood
Editions. The book is a collection of poems that portray
the feeling of personal essays
in which Moxley contemplates the questions that puzzle her in daily life.
Moxley said that she was
thrilled to be the recipient of
this year’s award, especially since the poet the award
is named after has been an
influential figure in her life
as well as in the University
of Maine’s National Poetry
Foundation.
Moxley has penned six
books of poetry, as well as
a memoir and a book of essays. She also is a translator
of books and has translated
three books from French.
“Women in Leadership
Week,” coming to campus
as part of UMaine’s year
long 150th anniversary celebration
The week of March 24 has

UMPD officers on routine
patrol on the third floor of
Knox Hall detected an odor
of marijuana and identified
the room it was coming from
to be that of first-year student
Benjamin Bragdon, 19. When
officers made contact with
Bragdon they noticed a faint
odor of marijuana inside of the
room and a towel on the floor
next to the door. Bragdon gave
the officers an empty jar with
marijuana residue that he had
kept his marijuana in, he also
allowed the officers to further search his room. In their
search the officers found two
marijuana grinders, a vaporizer and a small container of ash
that contained a small amount
of marijuana. Bragdon was
summonsed for possession of
been dedicated to “Women
in Leadership” as part of the
University’s 150th anniversary celebration. The week
will be comprised of multiple
events across campus culminating with the installation of
UMaine President Susan J.
Hunter on March 26.
The events of the week
have been organized to celebrate the installation of
UMaine’s first female president. Campus officials are
also taking this week to reflect on the ways that women
have shaped the institution,
address the challenges that
women face, and recommit
the University to supporting
the next generation of female
leaders.
On March 24 there will
be a “Women in Leadership
Panel Discussion” from 4 to
5:30 p.m. in the Minsky Recital Hall. Panelists Emily
Cain, Elizabeth Sutherland
and Meredith Jones will be
discussing the book “Centered Leadership” by Joanna Barsh. Later that day, the
Maryann Hartman Awards
Ceremony will be held from

drug paraphernalia.
March 17
10:04 p.m. - Going Loko
UMPD received an RA
report of underage drinking
on the third floor of Somerset Hall. When the officers
reached the third floor, they
saw two young women exiting the room in question who
ran down the stairs after seeing the officers. The officers
yelled after them, and caught
up to the two women in the
lobby of Somerset Hall. The
women admitted to consuming alcohol, and one was in
possession of a Four Loko,
both were referred to Judicial
Affairs.
5:30 to 7 p.m. in the Buchanan Alumni House.
On Wednesday, March
25, UMaine President Susan J. Hunter will be giving
a speech on “Preparing the
Next Generation of Women
in Leadership.” This event is
sponsored by the Maine Development Foundation and
will be held in the Wells Conference Center from 7:30 to 9
a.m. Also on Wednesday will
be “Tea and Conversation
with Women Student Leaders” from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
in the Wells Conference Center, and the event “Why Networking Matter to You,” featuring guest speaker Emily
Cain in the Buchanan Alumni
House from 4 to 6 p.m.
The week of events will
end with the installation of
the University of Maine’s
20th President, Susan J.
Hunter. The installation will
start at 3 p.m. on March 26
in the Collins Center for the
Arts and will feature the keynote address “Leading with a
Cause,” by Nancy Zimpher,
Chancellor of the State University system of New York.

This week in Student Government

Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate
Shane Verville
Contributor
GSS creates “special
committee” to advocate
Medical Amnesty
A major, yet brief,
point of discussion for The
General Student Senate’s
March 17 meeting was the
creation of a “special committee” to help advocate the
current medical amnesty
bill in Maine’s legislature.
Speaker and proponent for
the issue, Senator Bradley
Gannon, explained to GSS
how important this committee would be in vocalizing student support for
this new bill. “We formed
this special committee to
do outreach and advocacy
for [the medical amnesty]
issue, to try to make clear
to the legislature that the
student body wants this to
happen. I think it’s a good

idea and we really hope to
make an impact,” Gannon
said. GSS voted in favor of
the committee by exceeding the two-thirds majority.
GSS allocates $2500 to
Active Minds Organization for “Said In Silence”
packing event

GSS allocated $2500 to
Active Minds, an organization dedicated to raising
awareness on mental health
and helping those who battle depression. The allocated money will go toward
the first on-campus “Said
In Silence” packing event,
where 1100 backpacks will
be displayed in an area on
campus, to represent the
number of students who
committed suicide in the
last school-year. “Having 1100 backpack in one
place is our way to visually

recognize all of the [lives
lost] and conceptualize it
for people,” Co-President,
Russell Fascione said,
“It’s very poignant and
drives home the point.”
The “Said In Silence”
packing event will be held
on April 2.

GSS allocates $3600
to Field Hockey Club for
spring season
GSS allocated $3600 to
the Field

Hockey Club in support
of their spring season, so
that registration, referee,
transportation and lodging
fees could be achieved.
Co-Presidents,
Elena
Barnes and Casey Fichter
spoke on their club’s behalf, indicating that since
a left over amount from
the $5000 granted to the
club back in fall had been
returned to GSS, they
could transfer what
they didn’t use
last semester into
this

Spring’s season, plus some
extra to help cover all
costs. GSS passed the resolution by a clear majority.

ers to regionals.

GSS allocates $1700 to
dressage Club and $100
to Equestrian Team

Marissa Roberts was
sworn in to the Student
Senate and Senator Victoria Degenhardt was elected
to the Executive Budgetary
Committee (EBC).
Senator Andrew Bracy
resigned from his position
as Orono Town Council
Liaison and an election for
that position is in the works
for next week’s meeting.

GSS allocated $1700
to the Dressage Club for
registration, lodging and
travel expenses for their
four shows, set to occur
this spring. Speaker for
the club, Kayla Jones, explained that many fundraising efforts had been
made to help pay for their
shows,
but
additional
funding would be needed
in order to complete their
schedule. GSS voted in
support of the motion by
vast majority.
On a separate issue,
GSS also voted in favor to
allocate $100 to the Equestrian Team to send two rid-

Elections and Withdrawals

Club recognitions
The Map Club received
preliminary
recognition
by GSS, while the Fishing Club and Institute of
Electrical Electronic Energy Power and Energy Society(IEEE ES) received
Final Recognition for their
organizations.

Diversions
Answer Key
Puzzles, comics and more on A8

Crossword

Sudoku

Word Search
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“A Student Aid Bill of Rights”

This op-ed was offered exclusively for publication in Maine to The Maine Campus
Barack Obama
President of
the United States
In an economy increasingly built on innovation,
the most important skill
you can sell is your knowledge. That’s why higher education is, more than ever,
the surest ticket to the middle class.
But just when it’s never
been more important, it’s
also never been more expensive. The average undergrad who borrows to pay
for college ends up graduating with about $28,000 in
student loan debt.
That’s why my administration has worked hard
to make college more affordable. We expanded tax
credits and Pell Grants, enacted the largest reforms to

the student loan program in
history and fought to keep
interest rates on student
loans low. We’ve acted to
let millions of graduates
cap loan payments at 10
percent of their incomes, so
they don’t have to choose
between paying the rent
and paying back their debt.
I’ve sent Congress my plan
to bring the cost of community college down to zero,
because two years of higher education should be as
free and universal as high
school is today.
I recently unveiled another way that we can help
more Americans afford college. It doesn’t involve any
new spending or bureaucracy. It’s a simple declaration
of values — a Student Aid
Bill of Rights.
It says every student deserves access to a quality,
affordable education. Ev-

ery student should be able
to access the resources to
pay for college. Every borrower has the right to an
affordable repayment plan.
And every borrower has

and the people you send
to Washington can and
should do to live up to
them. Consider the other
actions I took two weeks
ago. We’re creating a way

“In America, a higher education cannot be
a privilege reserved only for the few. It has
to be available to everyone who is willing
to work for it”

the right to quality customer service, reliable information and fair treatment,
even if they struggle to repay their loans.
That’s it. Just a few simple principles. But there’s
a lot that colleges, lenders

for borrowers to ask questions about their loans or
file a complaint and get a
fast response. We’re going
to require businesses that
service loans to provide
clear information about
how much students owe

and their options for repaying it, and to help them
get back in good standing
if they’re falling behind,
with reasonable fees on a
reasonable timeline. We’re
also going to take a hard
look at whether we need
new laws to strengthen
protections for all borrowers, from wherever their
loans come.
If you believe in a Student Aid Bill of Rights
that will help more Americans pay for a quality education, I’m asking you
to visit WhiteHouse.gov/
CollegeOpportunity. Sign
your name to this declaration. Tell your families,
friends and fellow students.
I’m going to ask members
of Congress, lenders and as
many business leaders as I
can find, because making
sure that students aren’t
saddled with debt before

they even get started in life
is in all our interests.
This issue is personal to
me. My grandfather had a
chance to go to college because this country decided
that veterans returning from
World War II should be able
to afford it. My mother was
able to raise two kids by
herself in part because she
got grants that helped pay
for her education. And Michelle and I are where we
are today because of scholarships and student loans.
We didn’t come from families of means, but we knew
that if we worked hard,
we’d have a shot at a great
education. That’s what this
country gave us.
In America, a higher
education cannot be a privilege reserved only for the
few. It has to be available
to everyone who’s willing
to work for it.

EDITORIAL

UMaine’s fourth consecutive tuition freeze
a boon for future of students, state economy
It’s no secret the United
State’s loose monetary policies like quantitative easing,
though aimed at combating
inflation, have devalued the
dollar. Frequently, this disproportionately impacts those for
whom money is already tight.
College students often can
name themselves amongst this
group.
Invariably, though regulation and tax breaks, aimed at
reigning in loan agencies and
easing the costs of an education, expand at a federal level,
tuitions increase annually. On
average, tuition has risen nationally at an inflation-adjusted
rate of 17 percent over the past

five years.
Too often, states and banks
see public universities as a revenue raising source rather than
a service through which state
residents can utilize to increase
the chance of attaining a higher paying job and using this to
improve their local economy.
Unfortunately, this means
those who should be most
helped by higher education
are the ones hurt by it. Forced
to take high-interest federally
subsidized loans to afford the
education necessary to attain
the well-paying jobs that can
sustain them, students often
spend their whole lives paying for their tuition rather than

reaping the rewards enlightenment should bring.
The University of Maine
System Board of Trustee’s recent vote to freeze in-state tuition for fiscal year 2016 is as
refreshing in light of this harsh
reality as it is historic. The
freeze, which will be enacted
pending the state legislature’s
passage of Governor LePage’s
2016-2017 budget for a fourth
consecutive year, makes it the
longest such policy by a state
university system.
Public education is much
more than an opportunity for
intellectual stimulation and
personal growth. With state
and federal funding contribut-

ing to the costs of operation,
it is a taxpayer investment,
with the expectation that the
principal will be recouped in
graduates using their education in-state, as revenue-generating taxpayers and as members of an entrepreneurial class
that enervates the economy
through increased business
traffic.
The skyrocketing cost of
tuition kills this process before
it even begins. When the fouryear price tag on an institution
is so high that it overrides
other considerations, such as
the quality of education or the
local culture, states lose an
untold amount, both in terms

of future economic prosperity
and in population makeup.
Money is a value, a tool
with which to trade for a product or experience of equal value. Part of the beauty of a capitalist system is the volitional
nature of value-judgments. Individuals get to decide whether a price is a fair value for
whatever benefits, corporeal or
intellectual, they receive. But
the tangible worth of currency
can override this. When money is inflated so much that its
purchasing power is devalued
to the point of being a detractor
in and of itself, those with the
least are most greatly affected.
To a state like Maine, with

an economy already struggling
from a lack of prosperous opportunities, this is an existential threat. Not only will the
young and talented, those who
have the most income potential, not come into the state,
they will seek better opportunities outside of it, leading to a
net drain on Maine’s intellectual resources.
American society values a
college degree as a standard
for experience and wisdom.
The Board of Trustees vote to
freeze tuition makes this more
attainable. It represents not
only a better future for individual students, but for the state as
a whole.
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Does is cost to be a woman? The myth of
better music
Cameron Grover
Third year
English
For as long as I can remember, and definitely long
before then, women have
been second-class shoppers.
While shopping for and
with both of the women in
my family, I have noticed
certain things seem to cost
more when they are marketed towards women. Upon a
trip to my local retailer on a
research mission, I noticed
that the price for a stick of
deodorant by Speed Stick
was roughly $1 per ounce,
while the women’s version,
Lady Speed Stick, was priced
at roughly $1.25 per ounce.
Upon further investigation
of the product, I found that
the composition was almost
exactly the same, and that
the only largely differing
factor between the two was
the smell. I looked at razors, shampoos, even tooth-

brushes, and discovered that
comparable products made
by many different companies are charging more for
the “women’s version.” Is it
more expensive to be a woman? It just might be.
Upon asking a few of
my female friends what
they thought about this, they
brought me up to speed. I
have been using “men’s”
razors for as long as I’ve
been shaving, and I never
thought to try one marketed
towards women. Apparently,

me to try. This shocked me,
because they are marketed as
almost the exact same product. Why does one have more
quality than the other? Why is
the more quality item cheaper
than the other — because the
packaging is pink? As dumb
as it sounds, I think that is exactly what is happening.
Upon turning to the Internet, I heard the term “pink
tax” for the first time. The
pink tax is a system of pricing and marketing that sells
products marketed towards

“Why is the more the more quality item
cheaper than the other — becuase the
packaging is pink? As dumb as it sounds, I
think that is exactly what is happening.”

when the “women’s” razors
weren’t cutting it for a few
of my friends, they decided
to hop the gender-fence and
try out “men’s” razors in
hopes of achieving a better
shave. They did exactly that.
“Men’s” razors shave more
completely and with less pain
than the ones my friends gave

women for higher than their
product’s
male-directed
counterparts.
Companies
like Schick, Nivea, Suave
and many other companies,
not necessarily focused in
hygiene, have been assessing the pink tax by charging
more for female-directed
products, even when they are

identical to the version oriented towards men. To have
the audacity to do this in the
first place is astounding, but
in most cases, I found these
items to be sold in either the
same aisle, or directly next to
the other gender-type product, as if someone wouldn’t
notice that Lady Speed Stick
was more expensive and
wonder why.
My first thought was that
there needs to be anger behind this problem. Besides
only purchasing from companies that don’t use this
gender based pricing tactic,
my only advice to those —
ladies — who are just reading and thinking about this
for the first time is to buy
the male-directed product.
Do your research, see which
is the better product and, by
all means, save yourself that
10 cents on that pack of razors by skipping over what
the packaging says, and going by what product reviews
tell you. The pink tax only
works if you’re willing to
pay for the packaging, and
not the integrity of the product. It should not cost more
to be healthy and clean and
well just because you are a
woman.

The damnation of UMaine: Part I

Matthew Pinkham
Graduate First Year
Psychology
Our illustrious university prides itself in sponsoring and developing the
highest quality of education. As any university
should, the institution’s
merit is derived from the
quality of courses and programs offered. A robust
offering of classes and faculty not only benefits the
students who devote their
time and money to the institution, it also benefits
the state from which this
university takes its name.
One such program is the
Masters in Counseling Education program. Befitting
its position in the College
of Education and Human
Development, the program
empowers students to understand and assume one
of the most difficult positions in society. The counseling profession delves
into mankind’s flaws and
shortcomings with the singular ideal of empowering
the individual, a task not
readily accomplished.
Because of this, the
Counseling Education program’s faculty began forging the program into what
Samuel Keefe

would be a regional powerhouse. While drastically increasing the revenue
garnered for the University
of Maine and expanding
student recruitment, the
staff also began a university-sanctioned search for
full-time professors and the
exhaustive process of satisfying national counseling
accreditation
standards.
Their reforms would make
UMaine’s Counseling Education program into a state
paradigm, and some day a
possible national example
of excellence in the field.
As impressive as this
may sound, the University
of Maine thinks otherwise.

this is an example of the
university bastardizing the
very concept of merit.
The ubiquity of mental
health disorders and related afflictions in this state
is outright alarming. More
alarming than the rates
of depression, substance
abuse and other ailments
is the decrepit state of
mental health services. Everything about the mental
health system in the state
of Maine could use revitalization. By no means is the
job market for this line of
work over encumbered by
a preponderance of unemployed workers. Our state
needs counselors.

“By no means is the job market for this
line of work over encumbered by a preponderance of unemployed workers. Our
state needs counselors.”

The program has recently been canceled. Money
and merit be damned, the
University of Maine does
not think the program has
a place at its flagship campus. An egregious error
such as this should not be
taken lightly. While a university should most certainly cull programs lacking verifiable merit, the
case for the Master’s in
Counseling Education program is ironclad. Instead,

By disposing of this
program, the university is
robbing the state of potential solutions to our mental health dilemmas. Each
graduating student would
reinforce our system with
his or her own talents and
motivations. While being
happy to take the taxpayer’s dollar, UMaine does
not seem to agree with this
line of thought.
This Masters program
would also have been a

much-needed breath of
diversity. Until recently,
only two universities offered similar programs
— University of Southern
Maine and Husson University. UMaine’s Counseling
Education program offered
multiple opportunities for
students to collaborate
with counseling centers
during their education.
The other programs do not
share such vigorous collaborative opportunities.
Additionally, the Counseling Education program
aimed to become the only
Ph.D program in this field
north of Syracuse, N.Y.
The
University
of
Maine doesn’t seem very
keen on expanding student
or academic opportunities.
Annulling the Masters
in Counseling Education
program is an indignity
against the program’s merit. This act is a silent vituperation against a program
that, despite satisfying the
area’s need and striving to
excel, was not as glamorous as an engineering or
forestry program. Many
other actions taken by
this university over the
past few years, including
the gilded Blue Sky Plan,
exemplify not only the
university’s financial irresponsibility but also their
disregard for student and
faculty.
This is the University of
Maine’s condemnation of
merit. I am not proud to be
a Black Bear.

baseless assumption of superiority that promotes generational arrogance, rather
than self-esteem founded
on legitimate grounds.
One needs only to look
at a smattering of YouTube
comments to instantaneousEslin
ly understand the precise
Fourth year
nature of this troubling phePolitical science
nomenon. In these spaces
of complete anonymity, the
“What are you even lis- darkest critiques arise, oftening to? Only 13-year-old ten encouraging the artist’s
girls listen to that.”
suicide, or insulting the artSo says the increasingly ist’s affiliates and family in
common perpetrator of an a deeply personal way.
attitude known as “musical
In these situations, even
elitism.”
relatively taboo sorts of
In perhaps the greatest language come to a head;
myth to ever permeate the racist, sexist and homophomodern music industry, bic vernacular is used to
contemporary
audiences depict a fan’s character in a
from all walks of life have way that is derogatory not
cultivated an undue sense only to the individual, but
of superiority based solely to these communities as a
upon something as frivo- whole, without any sense
lous as the subjective trait of embarrassment — and
of musical preference.
it’s considered par for the
Thanks to a culture course.
purporting to idolize the
Because, after all, these
“unique” and loathe the artists and their fans are
“popular,” listeners have “terrible” and they deserve
begun subthis type of
consciously
treatment,
imagining
or so the
themselves
logic goes.
as socially
Shaming
superior to
individuals
“This elitism is a
those who
for consumlisten to any
ing,
and
baseless assumption
number of
e
n
j
o
y
i
n
g,
of superiority that
“objectiveinnocuously
promotes generaly
worse”
fun forms
tional arrogance,
genres and
of entertainrather than self-esment — enartists.
teem founded on
tertainment
None of
that, at its
this has any
legit grounds.”
essence, trubasis in rely only aims
ality.
only to inThe truth
spire happiof the matness — has
ter is this
created
a
— music is
spirit of insubjective,
and evaluating someone dignity around appreciating
based upon these tastes is any number of otherwise
useless to understanding likeable artists.
Facilitating this negaanything meaningful about
tivity is not only pointless,
their particular character.
What it does, however, is after all it adds nothing of
create an aimless and toxic meaning to discourse of
methodology by which to any kind, and relies almost
evaluate a person one does exclusively on subjective
not know, and from the con- information, but has intentious nature of boybands stead spoiled one of the few
to the bubblegum-pop things that still encourages
sound of teen idols, no fan joy in an increasingly joyof any genre is safe from less world — music.
The development of this
these ravenous attacks.
These couch-critics are “guilty pleasure” type of
merciless, and their as- culture around music of
saults don’t stop at critique supposed “inferior quality”
of a person’s musical taste. creates a huge amount of
They’ve begun to far ex- negativity toward individuals for a crime no worse
tend beyond that.
Why is any of this at all than liking something, and
it’s a trend that needs to
important?
While this sort of atti- stop.
No person is better, or
tude may appear insignificant to the casual observer, worse, for enjoying a boy
the reality is that in addi- band, a pop star or a nice
tion to promoting a sense of piece of Chopin with their
unfounded self-assurance, morning coffee.
They simply have differmusical elitism has begun
to transcend simple teas- ent — and equally valuable
ing and has instead evolved — feelings about a passioninto something vicious and ate and valuable form of
belittling. This elitism is a art.

THUMBS

UP
DOWN

Fine silk Skim milk
Home Dry
stretch retch
Spring “Spring”

Days of ole Goober Cole
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Diversions
Across
1. Struts
8. Like Gabriel
15. Shops, in fancy
language
16. Like Elsa
17. Politically correct
distress call at sea?
19. Little green man,
maybe
20. Sticky stuff
21. Riddle-me-___
22. Soprano Jenny, the
“Swedish Nightingale”
23. Diamond club
24. Letters on a Cardinal’s cap
26. Droop
27. ___’wester (rain
hat)
28. Part of TWA
32. Oarlock
34. Computer whiz
35. Politically correct
hero?
39. Doesn’t bounce, as

Crossword

a check
40. Prom people
41. Agent 86
42. Monopoly quartet
(abbr.)
43. Tiger Woods’ org.
46. Concorde, e.g.
48. Mrs., in Montreal
49. So-so
50. ___ Lanka
53. Actress Marisa of
“My Cousin Vinny”
55. Tug’s tow
56. Politically correct
lunar phenomenon?
59. What “ocean” is to
“canoe”
60. “Great Expectations” girl
61. Fashion anew
62. Audiophiles’ purchases
Down
1. Petunia parts
2. Aviator Earhart

3. Pogo stick part
4. Doused, firefighter-style
5. Elvis ___ Presley
6. Yang’s counterpart
7. Brazilian metropolis
8. Heady brews
9. Old-fashioned
outburst
10. Intermediaries
11. Ambient music
composer Brian
12. Prevaricator
13. As to
14. Give up
18. Dyer’s tub
23. Blessings
25. Ness and Lomond
27. Novel’s little
brother
29. Pi follower
30. Actress Lucy of
“Charlie’s Angels”
31. “___ Spiegel”
32. Russian dynasts of
yore

33. Salamander
34. Finger-pointer’s
shout
35. Mac alternatives
36. Shade tree
37. Actor Stephen of
“Citizen X”
38. Wood consumers
43. Jailbird’s hope
44. “American ___”
(Richard Gere movie)
45. Stadiums
47. Melodic
48. Chess pieces
49. Hall of ___ (Cooperstown honoree)
50. Practice boxing
51. Philosopher Descartes
52. Gershwin and
Levin
54. Play charades, e.g.
55. ___ noire
57. Friday’s rank
(Abbr.)
58. FDR’s successor

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

XKCD

Word Search: St. Patrick’s Day
BEER
BELFAST
BISHOP
CABBAGE
CELEBRATION
CELTIC CROSS
CHRISTIAN
CLOVER
CORK
CORNED BEEF
DANCING
DUBLIN
EVENTS
FEAST DAY
FESTIVAL
GREEN
GUINNESS
HERITAGE
HISTORY
HOLIDAY
HOLY DAY
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By Randall Munroe

IRELAND
IRISH
LEPRECHAUN
LIMERICK
MARCH
MISSIONARY
MUSIC
PARADE
PATRON SAINT
POTATOES
SEVENTEENTH
SHAMROCK
SNAKES
SODA BREAD
TRADITION
YEARLY

xkcd.com
puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A11

Cyanide & Happiness

By Dave McElfatrick

Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Hard

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A11

explosm.net

Nedroid

By Anthony Clark

Word Scramble: Flowers
1. FODFLIAD__________________________

9. UTPIL______________________________

2. ORES______________________________

10. NIOLDEDNA_______________________

3. PPYOP______________________________

11. IHROCD___________________________

4. WLOUSNEFR________________________

12. NAGRDEYAH_______________________

5. TCAONRINA________________________

13. YANSP_____________________________

6. ILYL_______________________________

14. OLEVTI____________________________

7. TLUOS_____________________________

15. RISI_______________________________

1. daffodil 2. rose 3. poppy 4. sunflower 5. carnation 6. lily 7. lotus 8. daisy 9. tulip 10. dandelion 11. orchid 12. hydrangea 13. pansy 14. violet
15. iris

8. SIDYA______________________________

sciencekids.co.nz

nedroid.com

Flip this page for
puzzle answers
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Traversing NYC’s Twin Why pop is killing us
Towers in thrilling
doc ‘Man on Wire’
COLUMN

COLUMN

Documentary Theater
Chase Brunton
In the 1970s, a nimble
young Frenchman decided
to sneak to the top of the
World Trade Center, string
a wire across the two towers
and walk from one skyscraper to the other.
“Man on Wire” is the story of that man and his dream
of conquering the ultimate
tightrope challenge.
Philippe Petit started balancing on wire as a teenager
growing up in Paris. In one
of his first illegal stunts, he
traversed a wire across the
Notre Dame church. Eventually, he came upon the twin
towers in a newspaper, and
they so inspired him that he
began to dream of crossing
them. He couldn’t explain
why; he just wanted the
challenge.
At 1,368 feet tall, the twin
towers of the World Trade
Center were certainly nothing less than daunting. Yet to
Petit, they were a tightrope

walker’s fantasy. And so he
began training, with help
from his friends, many of
whom probably thought he
was at least a little bit crazy.
If there’s one word that
describes this film, it’s unbelievable. The feats are absolutely incredible to behold;
that an actual human being
carried them out is beyond
extraordinary. Besides the
awe of seeing a man do the
unthinkable, the film also
has a lot of heart. The bonds
of the people who worked together to make Petit’s dream
come true are interesting.
“Man on Wire” has two
main plots. There’s the back
story leading up to the tightrope walk, shown with archival footage that shows Petit
and others training rigorously for the big event, and then
there’s the plot to make it to
the top of the towers, told in
reenactments. Throughout
the whole production, interviews with Petit and his
crew offer perspective and
move the story forward.
The movie is tense; like
a true heist film, watching
Petit and his team carry
out their plot to get to the
top of the towers is thrilling. What makes the whole
thing stranger than a heist,
though, is that there isn’t
any measurable reward to

what they’re doing. Petit and
his friends make it all that
way, sneaking past security
guards, sometimes sitting
and waiting for hours on
end, just so Petit can set up
a wire and walk two buildings. Two very large, very
high buildings.
In the summer of 1974,
Petit’s walk was completed,
totally unauthorized, while
the finishing touches of the
buildings were being constructed. He became a celebrity overnight, and rightfully so. Most people know
the story. Learning how the
movie ends, though, is only
a tiny part of the movie, and
does nothing to diminish
its effect. The tension and
build-up, all leading up to
the finale, all give the story
legendary status.
For all of its focus on the
World Trade Center, “Man
on Wire” doesn’t make any
mention of the September 11
attacks that demolished the
towers. In a way, however,
it’s absolutely as worthy a
tribute to the structures as
any.
“Man on Wire” is an inspiring film; heartfelt, exciting and downright scary
sometimes, but rewarding if
only to further realize what
the human mind is capable
of.

How I Hear It
Derrick Rossignol
Hey, pop music sucks,
right? It’s so bad! It all sounds
the same! How can anybody
like that garbage?
I’m just foolin’. Some pop
music’s fine. Lady GaGa’s
“ARTPOP” is a really good
album. “Uptown Funk” is a
great James Brown throwback
by Mark Ronson and Bruno
Mars. I can and often do get
down to Katy Perry’s “E.T.”
— not the version with the
Kanye West verse, which contradictorily and disappointingly made the song worse.
But there’s something
wrong with pop, right? There
has to be. My first points were
exaggerated for lame comedic
effect, but there is a blandness that has run through the
pop music of the last 10-or-so
years.
An article Mic.com published this summer titled
“How The Music Industry
Is Brainwashing You to Like
Bad Pop Songs” seems to
have an explanation. Citing a
multi-author, peer-reviewed
study titled “Music and Emotions in the Brain: Familiarity
Matters,” Mic’s Tom Barnes
writes that “the emotional centers of the brain — including

the reward centers — are more
active when people hear songs
they’ve been played before.”
Ripping on record company executives is a tired
move to explain problems
with pop music, but basically, what happens is this: these
$7,000-suited evildoers have
an agenda. They have an artist
who has the right aesthetic to
earn everybody involved a lot
of money. They bring in songwriters to provide radio-ready
songs, the artist records them,
then radio stations play the s--out of them.
Listeners are almost literally being held hostage by
pop music — especially listeners of overly monotonous
Bangor-area radio, but that’s
another column entirely. So
these songs get played more
and more until they rewire our
brains to actually like them.
For those who don’t know
what Stockholm Syndrome
is: “the psychological tendency of a hostage to bond with,
identify with, or sympathize
with his or her captor,” according to a graduation speaker’s
best friend, the Merriam-Webster dictionary.
I don’t listen to pop music
or the radio much myself, so
I can’t really attest to the impact of this effect as it relates
to pop music, but I do have a
personal project that’s given
me some insight on the matter,
a personal project that I’ll unashamedly plug now.
I’m currently five weeks
into a podcast I started called
“The Longest Album Review
Podcast,” to which you can

subscribe on iTunes, if that
so tickles you. Once a week, I
listen to Nickelback’s 2005 album “All the Right Reasons”
and review it. The goal is to
do it for a year, 52 weeks, but
we’ll see. I chose this album
because I don’t particularly
care for it, because Nickelback seems to get a lot of unjust, Internet-amplified hate,
and because there is a lot to
talk about that’s related to the
album.
I didn’t go into “All The
Right Reasons” totally blind:
it produced a bunch of singles
that were popular in their day,
like “Photograph,” “Animals,”
“Far Away,” “Savin’ Me” and
a few others that I had heard
previously. But I had yet to listen to about half the album and
the singles in context of the
album. Through doing this,
I’ve found that I’m starting to
dislike the album less and less.
On my first episode, I gave the
album a rating of a 5.5 out of
10, but I’d be willing to bump
that up to a 6 now.
The question is: why do I...
like... it more now? Had I not
given the album a chance and
I’m realizing it’s good now?
Or has my brain betrayed me
and tricked me into liking crap
because I’ve listened to it a
bunch?
I forget what question I
came into this hoping to answer, but now all I’ve done is
planted seeds of doubt. Are
our tastes as independently
shaped as we believed? Are
we who we think we are?
What is anything? I’m freaking out, man.

Skiing Sugarloaf’s Brackett Basin for the first time
COLUMN

Adventure Time
Molly Joyce
This past break, a friend
and I made our typical weekend trek to Sugarloaf. It was
a gorgeous bluebird day, and
with the significant amounts
of fresh snow the mountain
had received, we knew we
were in for a day full of great

Islamic

from A12
ty to see how prayer is performed in Islam and perhaps
lent a greater understanding to
what Islamic worship is like.
As a line stretched from the
prayer room to the banquet
room, people waiting to taste
the traditional dishes prepared
by the women of the Islamic
community allowed themselves to intermingle with one
another and discuss the evening’s events.
The conversations consisted of different languages blended together as the
call to prayer could be heard
throughout the mosque. Once
inside the banquet room, a
generous mix of food was offered for curious attendees to
try, as hungry hands picked
through the offerings, looking
to introduce a new flavor to
their taste buds.
Out in the hallways people stood, sharing meals and
getting to know one another.
Walking around to greet people and perhaps share a conversation, Areeb Islam was
very pleased with what he
observed during Saturday’s

Bearfest
from A10

donations.”
And the morale touches

was Saturday, there were a
lot of people on the mountain, which meant there were
a lot of people to watch me
fall, ask if I was okay, try to
help me up, etc. This did not
help my cause at all.
At this point, I suggested
that I hike out and ski down
on the “treeless” double black
trail, and my friend meet me
at the bottom. She insisted
that I would get comfortable,
and we decided to take a soda
break and then get back at it.
The soda break did not
help, and I all but tumbled
down the entire trail. At one
point, I actually fell so hard
that my skis popped off, and

slid down a significant part of
the slope, and I had to chase
after them. Needless to say,
after that run, we did not return to Brackett.
Later in the day, when
we were taking the lift up
to a less treacherous trail,
we were asked by one of the
mountain ski instructors to
take a few of his students up
on the lift with us because the
were too small and couldn’t
get on by themselves. So after scooping the little guys
up on to the lift, we started
chatting with the two sevenyear-olds about their favorite
trails and what they had skied
that day.

As it turns out, they two
had gone to Brackett Basin
with their instructor not long
after my friend and I had.
And apparently, the two seven-year-olds had a great time
and “didn’t fall once.” Lucky
them.
So, if you’re going to
Sugarloaf in the near future,
I do not recommend Brackett Basin unless you are an
extremely experienced skier,
because if you are not ready,
it can prove to be extremely dangerous. However, for
those experienced skiers, the
trail can prove to be challenging, fast-paced and fun
— even if you are seven.

runs, or so I thought.
For our first run of the day,
my friend — who I’ll admit
is a much better skier than I
am — suggested that we try
Brackett Basin: the hardest
trail on the entire mountain.
For those who are not familiar with Sugarloaf, or skiing in general, Brackett Basin
is a double black diamond
trail, which on the scale of
difficulty, is the hardest type
of trail. However, Brackett
Basin is in the trees, so not
only are you faced with extremely steep conditions,
but you are also tasked with
weaving through trees, navigating over bumps, and in my

case, trying to avoid the few
cliffs. That’s right — actual
cliffs.
You might say I was a little daunted about this being
my first run of the day. But
my friend was encouraging,
and convinced me that I was
a good enough skier, and
it was just a head game —
which wasn’t helped by the
numerous signs at the head
of the trail saying things like
“DANGER” and “Experts
Only”.
As we entered, I carefully
tried to maneuver down the
first bump-ridden slope you
take to enter the trail. I wiped
out three times. Because it

event.
“This is probably one of
the most open societies that
I’ve seen in terms of tolerance
and mutual respect,” Areeb
Islam said. “Maybe 80 or 90
percent of the people were not
Muslim, which speaks volumes of the community here.”
While the public turnout
to the Islamic Center’s open
house was indeed a positive
result, the people at the Islamic Center have also been
working hard to make such
nights possible. The Outreach
Coordinator for the Islamic
Center of Maine, Omar Conteh, explained that many people involved with the Islamic
Center of Maine are constantly working to bring the town’s
community together.
“I go out and speak to the
community about Islam and
the commonality between
people, to try to bring understanding among people. I have
support from a lot of others
that help me out with (awareness) too, so I can’t take credit
for all of it,” Conteh said.
Some of the visiting students in the crowd were the
most active in discussing with
their peers and were reassured
by what they saw in the Islam-

ic Center of Maine. First-year
student of the Honor’s College, Jodaliza Feliz was one
such attendee.
“It’s basically treating others with respect and helping
people. Coming here, I actually see that. The people here
are really about taking care of
others,” Feliz said, “You’re
greeted like you’re one of
their own. It feels like home.”
The day before Saturday’s
open house, a related event
was held on campus in Estabrook Hall called “Tolerance,
Human Rights and Religion.”
Preceptor and Coordinator
of Advancement Dr. Melissa
Ladenheim, who was an advocate for promoting the event
and attended both, commented on the linkage in theme between both gatherings.
“[The open house] was
kind of a continuation of this
notion of freedom of expression and rights and responsibilities. Areeb Islam spent a
lot of time talking about the
notion of freedom and what
it means to be free. There are
limitations if our freedom
infringes on someone else’s
freedom,” Ladenheim said.
“We have the ability to do
things, but in a society there

are certain boundaries and if
you cross those boundaries in
ways that aren’t appropriate,
then there’s a consequence.”
Both discussions were
considered a success by many
at the events with visitors
walking away with a greater
appreciation and understanding than they had when they
walked in.
As the crowd started to
collect their shoes and shuffle back out into the dark, the

strangers once again went
their separate ways. Though
the open house event had
ended, and people had gone
back to living their own lives,
the experience shared in the
warmth of the Islamic Center
of Maine will not be soon forgotten. The overall success of
this year’s open house was an
encouraging sight for many in
attendance.
Ladenheim would like to
see similar interactions con-

tinue to help strengthen the
bonds between people and
culture.
“If you create opportunities for people to have conversation, that’s going to foster understanding and you’re
going to find commonalities,” Ladenheim said. “If
we can continue to do that
and we can engage people on
a really personal level, then
I think we can shift the discourse.”

more than the dancers. Even
the DJs are inspired.
“Watching people dance
and enjoy themselves, that’s
all the payment I need, especially for such a great cause

like the Children’s Miracle
Network,” Justin Zang, one of
the DJs at this year’s Bearfest,
said.
“So many kids just want to
be a kid and yet their fighting

cancer every day,” Barrilleaux
said. “Most of them at that
age don’t know what they’re
fighting for, but they’re fighting anyways.”
“It shows that no matter

how diverse we are with our
interests, and our religions,
and our racial differences and
our ethnic differences… those
500 people have one thing in
common,” Barrilleaux said.

“We can work on that and
move forward with that to
make this grow.”
Joshua Bellinger is the
Advertising Manager for The
Maine Campus.

Students discuss Islam in Estabrooke Hall Friday.

Aubrie Howard, Staff Photographer
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720 Minutes: UMaine Bearfest unites students
Alan Bennett
Contributor
Four years, $130,000.
That’s how much money
the University of Maine’s
Bearfest, an annual 12-hour
dance marathon held at the
New Balance Student Recreation and Fitness Center, has
raised for charity.
But this marathon isn’t just
about the dancing, the music
or the food — Orono House
of Pizza donated 100 pizzas to
this party — it’s for the kids.
Throughout the four years,
the event has raised funds
for the Children’s Miracle
Network of Eastern Maine
Healthcare Systems. This
year, the fundraiser was ambitious, with goals of raising
$75,000 for the charity. They
missed their goal, raising
$70,600 as of Sunday morning.
“Getting UMaine students
involved with philanthropy
and seeing them so excited
about giving to the less fortunate, to helping out these kids,
that’s the real spark that I need
to get interested in something
like [Bearfest],” Cameron
Barrilleaux, a co-chair for
Bearfest, said.
Barrilleaux has been involved in planning Bearfest
both of his years at UMaine.
However, this was his first

time in charge of the event’s
executive committee. Despite
being a graduate assistant in
Student Organizations and
Leader Development, for
him, it’s not about being in
charge. He cares about seeing students take the lead for
a cause.
Barrilleaux works with
19 students on his executive
committee, who he says are
the ones calling all the shots.
“They’re amazing, and
just watching them develop
and grow, that’s why I came
into this field for, and you really get to see that throughout
the whole Bearfest process,”
he said.
As a group, the committee is responsible for getting
sponsors, organizing the logistics of the event and, ultimately, making the magic
happen. And what is that magic? According to Barrilleaux,
it’s bringing so many people
together for a good reason.
“A lot of people are coming together that probably
wouldn’t have come together
on a daily basis, but they’re
coming together for this
goal,” Barrilleaux said.
Coming together in times
of need is all too familiar for
Barrilleaux, who is from New
Orleans. He likened the moral
of Bearfest to the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina. In its

time of need, hundreds of
thousands helped that city regain its strength. Now, in their
time of need, Barrilleaux said
UMaine can make a positive
impact in the lives of children
who suffer from cancer.
“Whoever says winning
isn’t everything has never had
to fight for their life in a hospital. This goes so much further than cancer,” he said.
“I look at myself right now
in the position I’m at right
now, and I enjoy all of it. Why
not give these kids a chance
to get to where everybody at
this university is at: in college, having the time of their
life and learning so much and
growing as an individual?”
Barrilleaux said. “Why can’t
every kid have that?”
“Last year, I had a chance
to spend some of the time with
one of the children there and
seeing the impact this event
has is amazing. Through the
event we throw and the money we raise, Bearfest has a
lasting impact throughout the
year,” Joshua Bellinger, the
other co-chair of Bearfest,
said.
“At the event, when the
teams adopt a kid, you see the
smiles on their faces, and you
won’t forget those smiles, you
know that they’re genuine,”
Barrilleaux said.
Barrilleaux attributed the

At a crossroads
Pixar researcher puts interdisciplinary research on
center stage

Technology expert Tony DeRose spoke on campus Friday.

Alan Bennett
Contributor
The University of Maine
prides itself on its interdisciplinary approach to education. But more often than not,
a divide is apparent between
the disciplines: Engineers
over here, art students over
there, with science somewhere in between.
But now, with the efforts
of the departments of New
Media, Art, Engineering and
the Sciences, those distinct
lines are beginning to blur.
Thanks to a visit on March
21 from Tony DeRose, Senior Scientist and lead of
the Research Group at Pixar
Animation Studios, students
were treated to an encouraging talk about the importance
of interdisciplinary education
and research.
“I’m hoping what we get
out of it at UMaine is the recognition that interdisciplinary
is great and we can all work
together, and get inspired
by some of the things Pixar
has done and have it happen here,” Kate Dickerson,
a research associate for the
Margaret Chase Smith Policy
Center at UMaine and director of the Maine Science Festival, said.
“He used to be in a campus setting and now he’s at
Pixar Animation Studios. It’s
just this great story that he’s
able to tell,” Dickerson said.
DeRose, whose work primarily deals with creative
problem solving using engi-

neering, artistic and scientific
models, was the headlining
speaker of the Maine Science
Festival, a three-day festival in Bangor highlighting
the importance of science in
everyday situations this past
weekend.
“The talk at the Maine Science Festival is really to start
to tell the story about how the
math and science students are
learning in middle school and
high school classrooms, for
instance, are being used all
the time at Pixar for a creative
benefit,” DeRose said. “So,
really trying to answer the
question, ‘When am I even
going to need this stuff?’”
Students at the University
have found out when they’ll
need that “stuff.” Several students presented their interdisciplinary research to DeRose
and an executive committee at a luncheon on Friday,
March 21.
Jill Pelto, an art and earth
science student, was one of
them. Her proposed research
will integrate art as a model
for mapping climate change.
“I’m looking to really integrate the arts and sciences
and the work that we’re doing
over in the Climate Change
Institute on campus, and
show the importance of these
changing ecosystems and the
way that they’re changing in
response to climate change,
and how you can use art to
communicate that and express that,” Pelto said.
Other students are using
three-dimensional models to

James Winters, Contributor

improve the quality of life.
“I’m really integrating the
aspects of portability, versatility, and interactivity in furniture design,” Ryan Wahle, a
new media student said at the
luncheon.
Wahle, who is working on
a hexagonal-shaped device
that at the touch of a button
can transform into either a
table or chair, is excited to
work with and get feedback
from industry professionals
like DeRose.
“I think it’s important to
definitely get different viewpoints on my project from
various professionals in different fields and I think that
will be very beneficial in developing this,” Wahle said.
“[This is] a way to tell a
story together and research
different things together because they bring different
perspectives and different
ideas, and you get bigger answers that way,” Dickerson
said, discussing the importance of interdisciplinary research.
As for DeRose, he is
pleased this kind of progress
is underway at a university typically off-the-radar of
companies like Pixar.
“UMaine isn’t a school
we deal with a lot,” he said.
“I’m already seeing things
that are really sparking a lot
of ideas in my mind, particularly around the degree to
which maker spaces and multidisciplinary shops are really
taking hold around campus.
It’s really exciting.”

Attendees dance and raise funds for Children’s Miracle Network. Alan Bennett, Contributor

continued success of Bearfest
to recognition from student
groups on campus. Campus
Activities and Student Engagement, Student Government, and the Division of
Student Life as a whole have
all made contributions to the
event.
“[They] have really seen
the buy-in of this event and
where it can be in five years,
opposed to where it is now,”
Barrilleaux said. “There are
live dance marathons that
are clearing a million dollars
around the nation. There’s no
reason we can’t get to that,”

Outdoors
from A12

doors. Members plan outdoor
adventures for weekend trips
such as hiking, camping and
canoeing.
“It’s a way to get people
who, on their own may not
have the opportunity or resources to experience nature
the way they want to,” Cole
said. “But through the Maine
Outing Club they can find a
community that makes it a lot
easier to do so.”
The “College Ski Pass,”
a season’s pass to Sugarloaf, Sunday River and Loon
Mountain, is extremely popular at UMaine and allows
students to ski their favorite
mountains on a college budget.
One of the biggest reasons Mo Sykes, a third-year
landscape surveying student,
came to UMaine was for the
powder.
“The skiing in Maine is
amazing. That is one of the
biggest reasons why I came to
UMaine,” Sykes said. “Ski the
East!”
As the snow starts to melt
and the ski and snowboard
season comes to an end, students are getting excited to resume their outdoor activities
that have been on hiatus all
winter.
Emma Sanchi, third-year
sustainable agriculture student, is excited to sprawl out
on the Fogler Library Mall to
do her homework, play ultimate frisbee and to ride her
bike to school again. Sanchi
uses the UMaine DeMerritt

he said. “We have to make
those moves now to set up
ourselves for the future.”
The future looks bright
when taking into account the
number of students signed up
to dance. Last year’s Bearfest
saw a registration of more
than 700, and an actual turnout of around 550. This year’s
festival expected to turn out
at least that amount and, as of
March 18, had raised at least
$28,000, according to Bellinger.
But in the end, it’s not all
about money and numbers.
It’s about making connections

with and helping those in
need, uniting the community
as one.
“What I like about
Bearfest is the creation of a
campus tradition which unites
a diverse array of people for a
mutual cause,” Molly Hunt, a
sociology student at UMaine
who participated in the event,
said. “It’s been inspiring to
see so many organizations
contribute in their own ways,
as well as receive such a positive response from friends and
family through their generous

Forest Trail system to get to
school, which connects Old
Town with UMaine’s campus.
“The trails are great. They
are paved, well-maintained,
easily accessible and extremely convenient,” Sanchi said.
“Plus I love clearing my head
while biking through the forest.”
Between classes, homework, clinicals and time with
friends, Julianne Munson,
third-year nursing student, always makes time to escape to
the outdoors to de-stress from
everyday life.
“I feel like my relationship
with the outdoors positively impacts the way I learn in
the classroom, since it always
seems to clear my mind, soul,
and spirit,” Munson said.
“The crisp air, the lush shades
of green, and the silence of
the snow help to rejuvenate
my mind and body to help
me focus on finishing the semester… with the right foot
forward.”
Olivia Bean and Kris Bears
are excited for warm rays of
sunshine, but the harsh winter
didn’t stop them from doing
the things they love — hiking,
canoeing, climbing.
“Seasons don’t matter to
me. Especially in Maine, people are excited to do things
no matter what the weather is
like,” Bears said. “I’ll climb
rocks if it’s sunny and I’ll
climb ice if it’s winter. As long
as I’m outside, I’m happy.”
Bears is a third-year civil
engineering student at UMaine and has been an equipment and rentals manager at
Maine Bound for the past two
years.

Maine Bound is a program
within Campus Recreation at
UMaine, located in the Maine
Bound Adventure Center. The
program consists of indoor
rock climbing, instructional
programs, adventure trips,
discounted ski pass sales,
courses, activities and equipment rentals.
For first-year students,
Maine Bound offers orientation trips prior to the start of
fall classes in order to introduce students to their peers,
as well as Maine’s beautiful
landscape. Maine Bound also
manages the “Blue Bikes”
bike loaner program, in partnership with the Green Campus Initiative, which allows
students to rent a bike for a
semester.
Some upcoming trips and
clinics at Maine Bound include a Kayak Roll Clinic,
Wilderness First Aid, a sunrise Cadillac Mountain Hike
and an Intro to Sea Kayaking
course.
For students of all ability,
hiking opportunities are right
around the corner. “I love
UMaine because Acadia National Park and Baxter State
Park are so close in proximity
and you can enjoy them any
time of year,” Bean said. “I
think it’s so important to get
outside, even in the winter.”
“The whole experience
of being in the outdoors allows you to get away from
the stresses of your life and
just be in nature,” Bean said.
“That is the beauty of this
school, you can escape to the
outdoors whenever you want.
And there is always people
excited to join.”

Julianne Munson hiking Sugarloaf mountain in the off-season.

See Bearfest on A9

Courtesy of Paul Kurnick
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Reviews
Inventions
“Maze of Woods”

Temporary Residence
Derrick Rossignol
Editor in Chief
Here’s the struggle
with ambient music: it is
asked to do two things
that are entirely opposite
each other. It needs to be
engaging when it’s focused on as the center of
attention, but it also needs
to be able to drift into the
background. As ambient
pioneer Brian Eno more
concisely put it, “It must
be as ignorable as it is interesting.”
Inventions is a collaboration between Matthew
Cooper, an ambient artist known professionally
as Eluvium, and Mark T.
Smith, of Texas post-rock
giants Explosions in the
Sky, whose music isn’t
necessarily ambient but
often achieves similar
effects. This partnership
tends to meet somewhere
in the middle of both
backgrounds, and their
first release, a self-titled
debut released last year,
was a perfect marriage:
2.5 kids, dog, white picket
fence, the whole deal.
“Maze of Woods,” their
sophomore effort, is not
as stable.
“Inventions,” their first
album, was able to accomplish its disparate missions to great effect and
it brought out the finest
qualities of both performers. The sense of grand
importance felt when listening to Explosions in the
Sky translated to the ambient realm without error.
Or perhaps Eluvium’s serene soundscapes fit snugly into a toned-down mold
of post-rock’s epic scope.
That’s the point: it didn’t
feel as though either side
compromised anything.
They created something
new that was adept to the
point of instantly feeling
familiar, even maternal in
its warmth.
But a musician can’t
try to make the same album over and over — except AC/DC; they do what
they want. Trying too hard
to repeat is artistically
limiting and the end product doesn’t feel new because it isn’t. Inventions
knows this, and “Maze
of Woods” is different
from and more ambitious
than its predecessor. It’s a
step away — not forward,
but not necessarily back.
Maybe sideways. Perhaps
at a 110-degree angle.
It accomplishes Eno’s
standards of ignorability
and interest to varying degrees of effectiveness, the
two sometimes working
against each other, instead
of in unison. The unusual drum rhythm, swelling
synth strings and dialogue
samples of album opener
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“Escapers” are an admirable effort in compositional
variety, but are ultimately
jarring, a shot in the foot
at the beginning of the record.
“Springworlds,”
the
next track, is the best example of what this album
could have been. The light
twinkling guitars, sublimely low-key percussion
and light haunting vocals
work towards subdued
excitement, not working
against itself to disruptive
ends. It shows perfect understanding of the balance
between being the center
of attention and knowing
when to slip quietly into
the background.
Imagine
Inventions’
albums as observing two
parties. The self-titled debut featured guests enjoying each other’s company,
one of them making the
occasional joke that got a
few laughs, another recalling an actually interesting
anecdote from last week’s
vacation. All of the guests
are aware they’re part of
an event and are doing
their best to serve their
own interests as well as
possible without defying
social conventions.
At the “Maze of
Woods” soiree, though,
some had a bit too much
to drink. They’ve lost
awareness of how their
actions impact others
and are indulging their
more
disruptive
instincts. They’re overreaching and putting a
damper on the whole
thing. “Maze of Woods”
is still a party, but a few
missteps, like the aforementioned “Escapers,”
and “Slow Breathing
Circuit,” which is missing a spark and sense of
adventure, make it not as
great as Inventions’ previous event.
For the most part,
“Maze of Woods” is able
to drift into the background and be ignored,
like good ambient music
should be. The problem
is the relative lack of
texture beyond the white
noise. Or rather, there’s
too much texture that
gets in the way of the
white noise. Instead of
asking you not to think
about it through carefully crafted action, “Maze
of Woods” tells you
to ignore it. Try to not
think of a specific thing:
it doesn’t work.

Matt Baucum
Contributor
“Chappie” is Neill Blomkamp’s latest foray into
the sci-fi genre of movies.
Known for his beautiful
special effects, ultra-violent
scenes and thought provoking messages, “Chappie” diverges slightly from his typical style to create something
new and interesting.
“Chappie” opens up on a
news story explaining how
Johannesburg is the first city
in the world to create an all
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
controlled robotic police
force. These “Scouts” help
prevent and stop all crimes
from happening.
The creator of the Scouts,
Deon, played by Dev Patel of
“Slumdog Millionaire” fame,
is looking for more than just
a militarized unit, hoping to
create the first ever true AI,
capable of human emotion,
feelings and learning. Just as
Deon has cracked the code
for a true AI, the Scout he
was experimenting with is
stolen from him by a group of
low level criminals, hoping
to use the robot to commit
robberies, unaware that what
they’ve actually kidnapped
is essentially an infant just
beginning to understand the
world.
Meanwhile,
Vincent
Moore, a soldier turned
engineer, played by Hugh
Jackman, is trying to sell
his completely human-controlled death machine known
as “MOOSE” to the police
force of Johannesburg as
well, but to no avail, as both
Moore and Deon’s boss,
played by Sigourney Weaver,
has no interest in spending
more money on production
when they have the already
successful line of Scouts.
With all these big names
behind the film, you’d expect
the movie to focus on these
characters. That is not the
case.
The movie instead focuses
on Chappie and his captors,
Ninja and Yolandi Visser
from South African rap group
Die Antwoord. This isn’t
so much a problem, as the
musical duo actually gives
a serviceable performance,
playing a dramatized version
of their actual public personas. This could be ignored if
it wasn’t for the soundtrack,
comprised almost entirely
of Die Antwoord songs. It’s
pretty easy to get taken out
of the scene when the two of
them are comically arguing
while one of them is heard
rapping in the background
music. Fortunately, Sharlto
Copley, known for his previous films with Blomkamp,
“District 9” and “Elysium,”
gives a fantastic, whimsical
and almost childlike performance as Chappie.
In one of the most impressive feats of visual magic in

“Ori and The Blind Forest”
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movies today, Copley is on
screen at all times performing all of Chappie’s actions
and lines. However, he is
not motion captured. In every scene, Copley is edited
out and replaced with the
3D model of Chappie, an
impressive and realistic design. Not only that, Chappie’s model is updated to stay
consistent with almost every
bullet hole, burn, etc. along
with any other changes are
made to his character. Even
a display of his battery meter
is represented as realistically depleting. By the end of
the movie, there have been
a total of seventeen Chappie
models shown on screen to
keep up with the damages
and changes done to him.
One of the interesting
things about this movie is
that it’s not necessarily an action film. There are definitely
action scenes in the movie including a particularly brutal
climax. But in fact, “Chappie” is more a movie about
an out-of-place family raising a black sheep of a child.
Both Ninja and Yolandi act
as parent figures to Chappie,
to the point where he refers to
them as Daddy and Mommy,
respectively. They show him
life in a poverty-stricken city
and teach him the ways they
have to live, but also the compassion a parent might have
when their child accomplishes something. It’s odd to say
a movie about a robot is cute,
but there are many sweet
scenes of Chappie wrapped
up in a blanket having a story
read to him, or him watching
“He-Man: Masters of The
Universe” pretending he is
Prince Adam. Even when
Chappie inevitably learns to
swear, it’s adorable how he
doesn’t quite get it, and stumbles over his words to try and
sound cool like his “daddy.”
There is also a somewhat
obvious theme of creation
and religion. In all scenes
with Deon and Chappie,
Deon repeats to him that he
is Chappie’s creator. He even
goes as far to give him rules
and guidelines to live by
that he must never break, or
his “creator” will be upset.
There are more parallels and
imagery later on in the movie as well that depict various
scenes and stories from religious texts as well.
“Chappie” is a great movie. Despite its shortcomings
with some unintentional
fourth-wall-breaking
moments, there is still a lot to enjoy of this visually stunning
and loving story.

Matt Baucum
Contributor
If you’re looking for a
challenging, side-scrolling,
action-filled, role-playing
game with an emotional,
high-fantasy story, then “Ori
and The Blind Forest from
Moon Studios” may be for
you. Ori, however, is not for
everyone.
Ori falls into the
“Metroidvania”
category
of games. Although an archaic term, it labels games
as an open world adventure
where unlockable abilities
are used to progress through
the game’s map. Ori starts
out the game barely able
to jump and will only have
a limited map available to
her, but by the end you’ll
be flying through hordes of
enemies across the world,
literally.
Ori, the protagonist of
the game, is a forest spirit
that was separated at birth
from the heart of the forest,
a massive tree that houses all
of the other spirits. Through
a cataclysmic event, the tree
and its spirits all die off,
leaving Ori, who had since
been being raised by a bear
located deeper into the forest, to revive the forest and
bring it back to its former
beauty.
One of the awesome
ways this game improves
upon the old “Metroidvania” style is that as you restore the world, not only do
areas begin to look better,
either through lively vegetation, or cleaner water,
the environment helps you
advance to new areas in the
world. For example, once
you restore wind to the forest, it creates wind currents
that you can use to float into
new areas.
This, in addition to Ori
gaining new abilities, is
what makes exploring the
world such a blast. It’s
easy to make the excuse to
go back to previous dungeons and explore the world
looking for more items and
upgrades. Though, it’s unfortunate that some areas,
including all three dungeons, are blocked off after
completing them. It’s easy
to miss some of the character upgrades because of this.
Ori’s abilities are incredibly important. As mentioned, you only start out
the game being able to make
tiny jumps, but that changes
quickly when you meet up
with Sein. Sein not only acts
as a guide for Ori, but also
as her weapon in battles, firing blasts of lightning at the
various monsters you will
encounter. As Ori and Sein
defeat monsters, they gain
experience that reward the
player with ability points to
use to further upgrade the
duo such as increased damage, or give abilities that
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help Ori locate treasure.
Alongside the upgrades,
Sein will also point out the
graves of spirits, trees that
have sprouted up where a
spirit died. At these trees,
the abilities of the spirits are
passed on to Ori. These abilities, such as using enemies
to jump higher, or smashing
the ground, will help you
explore the world.
The world of “Ori and
The Blind Forest” is comprised of two-dimensional
animated backgrounds and
characters. This gives the effect of looking like the game
is a hand drawn cartoon.
With the aforementioned
visual tweaks gained from
progressing through the
game, watching the game
go from eery to beautiful is
surely a sight to behold. To
go along with this is a single haunting melody. It may
seem odd that there is only
one song in the game, but its
implementation is incredible. Depending on the situation the song speeds up or
slows down, and different
instruments are introduced
to back up the melody creating either dissonant or major
versions of the songs.
Do not let the cartoonish appearance fool you,
though: Ori is not an easy
game, nor is this a game for
children. With dark themes
of death and despair, alongside the difficult platforming, anyone searching for a
casual or friendly game will
most likely be disappointed.
Fortunately, the game is not
completely against the player.
You are given the “Soul
Link” at the beginning of
the game, which allows Ori
to create save points and
checkpoints anywhere at any
given time at the expense of
soul power, a somewhat rare
currency in the beginning
of the game. These checkpoints definitely help with
some of the challenge, but
with how limited they are in
the beginning, it can be pretty easy to get put off by the
sheer difficulty of the game.
Even later on, when soul
power is more abundant, it
is easy to forget to put down
a checkpoint, or still get
burned by the increasingly
more difficult platforming
sections.
But, if you can get past
the hard gameplay and
high-fantasy story, or better
yet, embrace them, there is
a beautiful, fun and wellmade game waiting for you
on the other end.
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Why pop music is killing us
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Laura Marling, Short Movie
Kendrick Lamar, To Pimp A Butterfly
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While We’re Young (in theaters)
Serena (in theaters)
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UMaine heads outdoors
no matter the season

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Monday, March 23
Enrollment for Fall
2015
Tuesday, March 24
Lunch Lecture:
“Grandmother
Teachings on
the Stages of
Life Founded on
Matriarchy”
12:15 to 1 p.m.
Bangor Room, Union

UMaine students during a hike in Acadia National Park.

Amanda Clark
Contributor
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On the
last
day
of a threeday
canoeing trip
on Moose River in Maine,
a group of 13 University of
Maine students came upon
Holeb Pond just before dark.
The sun was beginning to
set, chilling the air and painting the sky with soft streaks
of blue, yellow and golden
td

orange. When the sun went
down, the stars burned brightly, reflecting off the pond that
expanded out before them like
a sheet of glass.
“When we entered the
pond, everyone put down
their paddles at the same time.
Everyone was quiet,” Dylan
Cole, third-year biology student at UMaine, said. “We
sat in silence while everyone
gazed at the sunset. Everything was still. These are the
moments I live for.”
Brian Greulich, a first-year

Courtesy of Kris Bears

physics student at UMaine,
had never been on a canoeing
trip prior to the group’s excursion back in October 2014.
The group paddled a loop
totalling 34 miles over the
course of three days, camping
for two nights along the way.
Greulich was drawn to
the University of Maine from
New Jersey, captivated by
Maine’s beautiful landscape.
“I came to Maine because
it is truly a stunning state,”
Greulich said. “We’ve got
everything in Maine: coast,

mountains, forests — you can
experience anything you want
here. The outdoor community
at UMaine is really amazing.
I now know enough people
here that if I wanted to go ice
climbing this week, there will
be a handful of people that
would be excited to join.”
Whether it’s canoeing
down Moose River, biking
through campus, shredding
the slopes at Sugarloaf or ice
climbing in Acadia National
Park, UMaine students are
staying connected to the out-

doors — all year round.
“I love being outside because it gives you the opportunity to disconnect,” Cole
said. “We live in a man-made
world, but when you venture
out into nature, you get to experience something that is not
created by people.”
Cole is a member of the
Maine Outing Club, founded
in 1923. The club is comprised
of students that are interested
in anything involving the outSee Outdoors on A10
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Outdoors Month at The Maine Campus
Welcome back,
Over Spring Break, I took
a week for a much-needed
mental hiatus. As the final
days of my vacation ran
down and the impending
completion of my thesis
hung over my head, I looked
down from the slopes of
Sugarloaf on a sunny bluebird day. From the top of
Gondi Line, I could see for
miles. Everything looked

within reach, but painted in
the white, blue and gray that
is winter, as we know it. The
Bigelow Mountain range
looked as though I could
hold it in my hand. Before
plunging down the headwall,
I could see Sunday River and
Mount Katahdin. As I moved
down the side of the trail covered in drifts, my skis were
barely touching the snow beneath them. It was one of the
warmest days I’ve skied all
season. I could finally drop a
few layers as the warm air —
a bittersweet tension between
the best skiing of the season
and the impending end of the

semester (and ski season) —
sifted past me.
In this moment, as I prepare to graduate, I feel a sense
of gratitude for this place.
For Orono, for Sugarloaf, the
mountains, Acadia and the
the coast in Rockland. I feel
thankful for the Stillwater and
the summer inner-tube floats
it has allowed me or the Demerritt Forest trail system to
ride my bike on. The outdoor
opportunities in Maine, seem
to me, the highest reason I
and many of you chose to
study at UMaine in the first
place. Throughout my years
in Orono, I’ve been more at-

tached to place. The Stillwater in October at sunset or The
Mall when the grass first turns
green and slack-liners return.
When your intentions for
being here are place-based,
it’s hard to say goodbye.
In our two remaining issues in March we celebrate
the outdoors, with the coming of spring and the return
of the warm-weather activities we love. Or the appreciation for Maine’s ability to
prolong winter and allow us
more skiing and ice climbing days — equally worthy
activities. Although there still
may be snow on graduation,

I challenge you to enjoy it.
Enjoy the place that provides
a habitat, not only for us, but
for so many other species and
landscapes.
Although it’s not a booming metropolitan center,
there’s always something to
do in Maine. All you have
to remember is: go out your
front door.
Enjoy,
Danielle Walczak
Culture Editor
Look for Outdoors-themed
stories this month with the
logo at the top of this column.

Islamic Center of Maine open house
embraces difference, opens minds
Shane Verville
Contributor
The sixth annual Islamic
Center of Maine open house
event on Saturday, March 21
brought together students and
citizens to not only converse
on the basics of Islam, but to
discuss universal truths of respect and community.
Driving down Park Street,
one could easily miss the
humble and unassuming Islamic Center of Maine building, as it sits away from the
road near the tree line. What
could be misconstrued as
a cold and quiet building,
however, was very much
alive with the warmth of new
friends discovering each other’s similarities, while simultaneously celebrating their
differences. As the line of
visitors continued to stream in

through the doors and take off
their shoes, the mosque was
filled with pleasantries and
introductions. Excited eyes
darted around the room, as reassuring smiles and nods were
exchanged between strangers.
A voice over the intercom announced the event would be
starting shortly, and people
made their way to their seats
as the lights dimmed.
Over the course of the next
two hours, speaker Areeb Islam, who had come all the
way from South Africa for the
event, presented on how the
religion and culture of Islam
fits into the community and
how it’s more than what some
of today’s Americans recognize it to be. Focus was placed
on discussions of freedom
and responsibility. The talk
discussed a person’s responsibility (regardless of religion

or race) to be free without infringing on the freedoms of
others.
Toward the end of the
event, a question and answer
session was held by both
Areeb Islam and Mahmoud
Elbegearmi, an active and distinguished member of the local Maine Islamic community.
Questions ranging from Islamic stances on events in the
Middle East, to opinions on
Jesus and Moses were honestly considered and answered,
something that Elbegearmi
deemed very important.
“The point of an event like
this is to allow the surrounding community to come in and
see the place and ask questions. It’s very important for
people to come in [the Islamic
Center] and see that it’s not
any different from any other
worship place,” Elbegearmi

Women in Leadership Panel Discussion
4 to 5:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
Film: “Glacial Balance”
6 to 8 p.m.
Fogler Library
Classroom
Wednesday, March
25
2015 Grad Fair
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Memorial Union
Student Women
Leaders Tea
2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Wells Conference
Center
Why Networking
Matters to You (with
guest speaker Emily
Cain)
4 to 6 p.m.
Buchanan Alumni
House
Thursday, March 26
The Installation
of Susan J. Hunter—20th President
of the University of
Maine
3 to 5 p.m.
CCA
Lecture: Gender and
The Double-Edged
Slur
4 to 5:30 p.m.
The Maples
New Writing Series:
Grady Awards for
Creative Writing
4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
A.P.P.E. Space,
IMRC
Sunday, March 29

Aubrie Howard, Staff Photographer
The greater Orono community gathered on March 20 to
participate in the 6th annual Islamic Awareness Week

said. “We hope through this
type of event, that people will
understand [Islamic culture]
and can hear the right answers
[to their questions] rather than
imagine why.”
After the event conclud-

ed, a reception that was being
held for visitors coincided
with Maghrib prayer, or evening prayer. This gave the
visiting public the opportuniSee Islamic on A9

Chamber of Music
Series: Amernet
String Quartet with
Phillip Silver, piano
3 to 5 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall

Sports
Baseball
Black Bears begin season
Coach Trimper
looks ahead to this
baseball season.
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3/20 Women’s basketball at Villanova
3/21 Baseball at Hartford
Softball at UMBC
3/22 Softball at UMBC
Baseball at Hartford
Baseball at Hartford

Loss
Loss
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

71-60
10-5
Cancelled
Cancelled
Cancelled
Cancelled

Track and field
UMaine trains for next season
Head coach Mark Lech
and his team begin training
for outdoor season.

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4
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Baseball drops first conference game
Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
baseball team found themselves on the wrong end of a
slugfest Saturday afternoon
at Hartford University, falling 10-5. The Black Bears’
record now stands at 8-14
overall and 0-1 in conference
play.
The Black Bears were
slated for a double-header
Sunday that was cancelled.
Fourth-year UMaine infielder Scott Heath belted
the lone home run of the
game for the Black Bears, a
three-run blast in the top of
the first. Third-year Hawks
starter Kyle Gauthier settled
down, retiring the next three
batters and ending the inning.
Heath also got the start
on the mound for the Black
Bears, sitting down the first
three batters he faced.
Hartford got on the board
in the bottom of the second
when an error by third-year
shortstop Shane Bussey loaded the bases before an error
by third-year catcher Kevin
Stypulkowski scored fourthyear Ryan Lukach.
The Hawks put three
more runs up in the bottom
of the fourth. Lukach scored
again on a bloop single and
back-to-back singles from
second-year infielder Dalton
Ruch, and first-year shortstop Ben Benston knocked in
another pair of runs to take a
4-3 advantage.
Hartford added to its
lead in the sixth, jumping

The UMaine baseball team dropped their first conference game Saturday.

on third-year pitcher Logan
Fullmer. Heath finished the
game giving up seven hits
and four runs in five innings
of work.
The first three batters
reached base for the Hawks
before first-year outfielder
Nick Campana singled to the
pitcher, knocking in a run. A
double-play resulted in two

outs and a run scored but
Lukach launched a home run
to right center field, putting
some distance between the
Black Bears and Hawks with
a score of 8-3.
UMaine rallied in the bottom of the eighth following
another Hawks run in the
seventh. Fourth-year outfielder Sam Balzano singled

and advanced to second on a
wild pitch. Bussey followed
him up by reaching first on
a dropped third strike. Heath
grounded out, scoring Balzano on a fielder’s choice.
Third-year infielder Brett
Chappell singled to left field,
scoring another run and cutting the lead to 9-5.
The Hawks added an in-
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surance run in the bottom of
the eighth when second-year
infielder David MacKinnon
ripped a double down the
right field line, scoring Benston for the tenth and final
run of the game for Hartford.
Gauthier was a force on
the mound for Hartford, going seven strong innings and
giving up three runs on six

hits while striking out three.
The Hawks outhit the
Black Bears 15-8 behind
two-RBI efforts from Ruch
and Lukach.
The Black Bears will play
their home opener next weekend against the University at
Albany with a double-header
Saturday and a single game
on Sunday.

Softball ready
Women’s basketball falls in
for conference WNIT Tournament to Villanova
play to begin
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
softball team has wrapped up
their out-of-conference play
and is ready to begin America
East games. After finishing the
spring portion of their season
in Florida with a record of 1113. While the record might not
be where they want it to be, the
team is prepared and ready to
face their conference foes.
Head coach Lynn Coutts
has been at the helm for the
past four years and played
softball at Maine from 198387. She was an All-American
in 1987 and is a member of
the University of Maine Hall
of Fame. Coutts says her connections to the university have
aided in the recruitment process because of the passion
she had for being a Black Bear
herself.
“It’s fun,” Coutts said on
coaching for her alma-mater.
“It’s a great community with
good support for the program.
Once a Black Bear, always a
Black Bear.”
Coutts was pleased with the
team’s play during their spring
trip down to the sunshine state.
But like all coaches, she identified areas that needed to improve.
“Going into preseason, we
had high expectations. Coming back from the spring trip
10-9; being over .500 is always a goal of our for spring

trip,” Coutts said. “But with
this group, [expectations] are
a bit higher. Although we’re
over .500, I was hoping for a
little bit better. I think we still
have some things to help us
get over the hump of where we
want to be.”
Maine’s season began with
a win back on Feb. 13 versus
Jacksonville State, and have
since battled their way through
the spring, relying on their defense as the season progressed.
“We’re very strong defensively. Our pitching did a very
good job, and our hitters are
coming along. I think hitting is
really the last thing to come,”
Coutts said.
Maine has allowed 77 runs
so far this season, good for
third fewest in America East.
The Black Bears’ fielding percentage is also tied for second
in the conference. Coutts attributes this to their constant
drilling of defense and how
easily that translates from
working in a dome to outdoor
play, unlike hitting, which is
very easily changed when facing different pitchers in different environments.
“We start with defense.
Yes, you have to score runs to
win, but the way we can prevent things is with our pitching,” Coutts said.
In addition to Maine’s defense, their rotation is lead by
the formidable fourth-year
See Softball on B5
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The women’s basketball team ended its season Friday night.

Anthony Panciocco
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
women’s basketball team
travelled to take on Villanova University in the first
round of the Women’s National Invitational Tournament (WNIT), falling 7160 Friday night. The Black
Bears are 1-5 all-time in
WNIT play.
The Black Bears are a
team that relies largely on
its three-point shooting and

got a taste of their own medicine, as the Wildcats went
14-27 from beyond the arc.
Villanova was led by
fourth-year forward Lauren Borford, who scored
15 points with four boards
and four assists while connecting on all five of her
three-point attempts. Firstyear guard Alex Louin also
chipped in a team-high 16
points off of the bench.
The Wildcats were efficient offensively, shooting
50 percent from the field and

51 percent from beyond the
arc and turned the ball over
just seven times with four
players scoring in double
digits. UMaine shot 44 percent from the field.
Burford hit three straight
early three-pointers to give
Villanova a 14-4 lead. The
Black Bears fought hard in
the first half, but were unable to keep pace with Villanova’s range and efficient
offense. UMaine finished
the first frame on a 6-2 run
but found themselves in a

40-21 hole.
Second-year
UMaine
guard Sigi Koizar led the
way for the Black Bears,
scoring a game-high 22
points all in the second half
after just one first half shot.
Third-year forward Mikaela Gustaffson scored a season-high 17 points and three
rebounds in 33 minutes on
the court.
Villanova’s bench was a
difference-maker, outscorSee Basketball on B5
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Track team ready to begin outdoor season
Adam Hitchcock
Contributor
The outdoor track season
is rapidly approaching and
the University of Maine
Black Bears are gearing up
for a big season. The Black
Bears finished up their indoor track season at the
New England Championships at Boston University,
with the men placing 23rd
and the women placing
17th.
“The indoor season
was rough. We have a lot
of young people, freshmen and sophomores, on
the team this year,” UMaine head coach Mark Lech
said. “Sometimes it takes
them a little bit of time,
especially when they’re
younger. You’re a freshman all over again, like in
high school. You might be a
good athlete, but you’re not
quite sure about competing
against the older athletes.
We did a lot of learning this
year.”
Outdoor track has a different vibe than indoor,
with more throwing events
and the benefit of competing and practicing outside
instead of being confined
inside because of winter
weather.
“My favorite part of

coaching outdoor track is
probably when the weather gets nice,” Lech said.
“When it’s lousy, it’s tough
being out there for the
athletes, obviously tough
competing. I wouldn’t say
there’s much of a difference
between indoor and outdoor in terms of competing,
I look forward to watching
them compete, and getting
the rewards for all the hard
work they’ve been doing.
Hopefully they get personal bests, and are able to win
events.”
The Black Bears have
a tough schedule this season, travelling to Louisiana State University for the
Alumni Gold Invitational
on April 17 and 18 before
going to the Penn Relays in
Philadelphia on the 24 and
25 of April.
“If you’re a good athlete, you can go to those
big meets. A lot of times, at
those meets, kids find they
can compete at that level
with those kids from LSU,
Ohio State, etc.,” Lech said.
The Black Bears will
be looking for big seasons
from fourth-year throwers
Wilson Adams and Robyn
McFetters, who Lech believes both should make, at
the very least, the NCAA
Qualifying meet. Fourth-

Track and field head coach Mark Lech is optomistica bout his team’s chances this spring.

year multi-event athlete
Jake Leithiser and second-year athlete Grace
MacLean are expected to
have big years this season.
Third-year pole vaulter Jaclyn Masters is entering
the outdoor season fresh
off of a record-setting performance in the pole vault
with a vault of 3.85 meters,

breaking the old UMaine
record of Vasiliki Papkotsi’s vault of 3.75 meters set
in 2012.
“I would consider a successful season if as many
people on the team can hit
personal bests as possible.
I think that’s the big thing
with us. It’s a little more
difficult, especially in the

Free agency shakes up NFL
Cody Lachance
Contributor
The NFL never sleeps.
For what is supposed to be
the offseason for the league,
the NFL has headlined the
sports world the past few
weeks with big-name players
switching teams and shifting
power in the NFL.
While free agency madness happens nearly every
year, what set this year apart
was some major blockbuster
trades. The biggest trade that
went through was the New
Orleans Saints sending tight
end Jimmy Graham and a
fourth-round pick to Seattle
for center Max Unger and a
first-round pick.
While Jimmy Graham is a
great talent at tight end, Seattle may have lost this deal.
When Max Unger was out
due to injuries, the Seattle
offensive line struggled. That
will have a massive trickle-down effect on the team,
as a poor offensive line will

take away from Marshawn
Lynch and also make it difficult for Russell Wilson to
have time in the pocket to
throw.
Another massive trade
was when the Philadelphia
Eagles sent running back
LeSean McCoy to the Buffalo Bills for linebacker Kiko
Alonso. While “Bills Mafia”
is cheering the deal, McCoy
is on the downslide of his
career. The Buffalo offense
is not nearly as ideal for McCoy as the Philadelphia one.
Alonso will be an instant
impact player for the Eagles
defense and he is yet to even
reach his prime.
While the trades made
huge splashes, there were
also massive signings that
shifted power, with the main
division being the AFC East.
The New York Jets made
arguably the most impactful signing of the offseason
by signing cornerback Darrelle Revis and weakening
the New England Patriots.

Make no mistake, the New
York Jets will be a solid team
this year with a revamped
secondary of Revis, Antonio
Cromartie and Buster Skrine
along with their great defensive line makes them a top
five defense in the league.
Another team in the AFC
making a big splash was the
Miami Dolphins (no pun
intended). The Dolphins
signed defensive tackle Ndamukong Suh. While this
move excites fans for being
a big-name player, the move
did not help the team in an
area of need. Miami already
had a dominant defensive
line, and while Suh helps improve the area, they still have
a weak linebacker core and
secondary. Suh will give the
Dolphins some much-needed bite defensively, but not
enough to consistently compete.
And what would an NFL
article written by yours truly
be without some New England Patriots talk. While I

am strongly against letting
Darrelle Revis go, the quiet signings of defensive end
Jabaal Sheard and tight end
Scott Chandler could pay
huge dividends. Sheard is an
underrated pass rusher, as he
totaled 15.5 sacks in his first
two seasons of the league, but
his numbers have dropped
off the past two years due
to scheme change. Chandler
gives the Patriots a massive
red zone threat with his 6’7”
frame and he instantly supplies insurance for all-world
tight end Rob Gronkowski.
While the free agency
period was exciting and it’s
fun to predict how teams will
do for the season, Lombardi
trophies are won in February,
not March. But, there can be
no doubt that there have been
teams that have highly improved, and others that have
gotten worse. All eyes now
go to the NFL Draft, and I
expect some more surprising
moves to happen leading up
to and during it.

conference. There are teams
that are fully funded scholarship-wise [and] those
are tough teams to beat. I
would like to be in the top
five teams in the conference. If everyone across the
board had personal bests,
that would be a great thing.
That doesn’t always happen, but that would mean
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that they did the best they
could that year, and that’s
all I can ask from somebody,” Lech said.
The University of Maine
Black Bears kick off their
outdoor track season on
April 4 in Durham, N.H.
against arch rival UNH
Wildcats and Holy Cross
University.

Heise reflects
on women’s
basketball
season
Anna Heise
Contributor
Losing always hurts.
Losing in the semifinals of
the America East Tournament to the same team you
lost the year before could
even be described as devastating. You sit in the locker
room after the game, with
tears in your eyes, trying to
understand what just happened. A couple of hours
ago, you had a dream, a
dream that seemed so real,
tangible. Now you have
nothing left, just the bad
taste of a missed opportunity.
It is going to take some
time but eventually you realize what you have accomplished. Winning the America East Regular Season
Championship, having an
overall record of 23-8 and
getting an automatic bid to
the WNIT.
We lost one of the most
important games of our season, but one game doesn’t
determine if we had a good
or a bad season.
People want to know
how you can lose against a
team that you already beat
twice in conference play. It
is a tough question and we
have definitely asked ourselves the same one many
times. The fact is: anybody
can beat anybody in tournament play. With being the
number one seed, we clearly
had the target on our back.
Everybody wanted to beat
us and everybody brought
their A-game. At the end of
the season we kind of lost
our edge. We weren’t the
same team that beat Albany
in the middle of the season.
Our defense wasn’t as good
as it used to be, we played
nervous and our practices
were not as competitive as
they tended to be when we
started off the conference
play. We realized all of this
right after our loss to New
Hampshire. The following
week we worked extremely hard. We might have had

some of the best practices
we had all season. We left
for the tournament feeling
good about ourselves.
Losing to Hartford was
painful but I believe there
is a reason for everything.
After the loss we started getting ready for the
WNIT. We didn’t know
until Friday who we would
play, which was a good
thing, because it gave us
the opportunity to focus
on ourselves. It almost
seemed that we forgot how
to have fun while playing.
Ironic isn’t it? Each one of
us loved playing basketball more than anything,
but still we played without
having fun. The goals for
the week were simple, go
hard, have fun, compete.
Losing hurts, but it also
helps you to learn and
grow. You realize, that you
are not alone. You have a
whole team around you
and everybody feels the
same way. A feeling you
probably couldn’t explain
to anybody else, but your
teammates know exactly
how you feel. You realize
that the support around
you hasn’t changed. People still love you and your
team and think you had an
amazing season.
Perspective is everything. After a while we realized, that we might have
missed an opportunity, but
we still had another one
right in front of us: playing in the WNIT against
Villanova.
We ended our season
with a 23-9 record unfortunately we didn’t use the
opportunity and lost to
Villanova by a score of 7160 on Friday evening. We
started the game off slow
and nervous and ended up
being outscored 40-21 in
the first half. After realizing that this kind of effort
was unacceptable, we finished the second half with
a 39-31 advantage, but
still it wasn’t enough, as
we fell 70-61.
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Baseball team better than record suggests
Jacob Posik
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
baseball team has battled
through a tough non-conference schedule early in
the season and sit at 8-14
overall as they gear up for
the remainder of the season,
which will include competitive action in the American
East conference filled with
parity.
Despite the sub-.500 record, the Black Bears faced
seven top-30 programs
during their spring trip to
Florida, losing a pair of
one-run games to top teams
Clemson University and St.
Bonaventure
University,
and other contests against
heavyweights Florida State
University and Ball State.
Black Bears head coach
Steve Trimper is hopeful
for his team’s success in the
conference, which is what
will ultimately land Maine
in post-season play.
“We didn’t play as well
as I thought we would defensively, but there were a
lot of one-run games that we
could have gotten to make

it the other way around,”
Trimper said.
“With that being said, as
much as these games count
and you want to win, the
most important thing is the
conference.”
While the trip to Florida was less forgiving
than Trimper would have
liked, his team played
a slew of games in a
small amount of time.
“We’re blessed to have a
spring break down south,
but at the same time, there
aren’t any other teams in the
country that are down here
and playing seven or eight
games a week. We get to
play a lot of guys and get
younger guys experience,
but sometimes you don’t
have your best pitcher or
short stop on the field because you need to give them
a day off.”
Maine’s leader, Scott
Heath, continues to impress
in his senior season, posting a .261 average thus far
with one homerun and 14
RBI’s. His lone homer came
against conference foe Hartford this past weekend, but
the Black Bears fell by a

score of 10-5. He’s also 3-2
on the mound for the Black
Bears with 27 strikeouts.
Heath brings versatility to
Maine’s roster with his abilities as a pitcher, fielder and
batter, and those attributes
give Coach Trimper a host
of options in his lineup before every game.
“Scott is one of the best
leaders I’ve ever had in 22
years of coaching,” Trimper
said.
“He’s a tremendous individual, a great captain,
a great leader. This isn’t
Coach Trimper’s team, it is
Scott Heath’s team. He runs
the show, and he’s a legitimate two-way guy. He’s a
pro prospect left-hander on
the mound that can throw
90, 91 miles an hour with
movement and sink, and
he’s also our number four
guy in the lineup,” he said.
Along with Heath are
fourth-year players Sam
Balzano, Brian Doran,
Luke Morrill and third-year
Shane Bussey, who are impact players returning to
Maine’s roster this year.
This stronghold of experience will take over the

top part of the Black Bears
lineup throughout the season and set the pace for the
team’s offense.
“The top part of our lineup is our seniors right now,
and they’re there because
they have the strength,
the experience, they’ve
been there before, and it’s
a strong point for us. But
at the same time, baseball
is one of the few sports in
college where you can win
with young guys. We have
a lot of new talented guys
that are pushing our seniors
well,” Trimper said.
Sixteen newcomers join
the Black Bears squad this
season, including eight firstyear pitchers. Justin Courtney has gotten the most
time on the mound amongst
first-years thus far, striking
out 11 batters in 23 innings
pitched. The youth in the
lineup gives Maine opportunities to try new pitchers in
different scenarios to build
their experience and make
the team better well-rounded. Connor Johnson, Jonah
Normandeau, John Arel and
Clay Conaway round out
a group of talented pitch-

ers that will provide Maine
with help on the mound for
years to come.
With his sights on winning the conference title
and advancing into postseason play from there, Coach
Trimper has re-evaluated
his team’s goals and simplified them in hope of managing their progress throughout the year. This season,
instead of setting the team
goals big, Coach Trimper
has stressed that getting 5
percent better every day is
his club’s goal, to ensure his
players are playing like they
practice and improving on a
daily basis.
“Our goal first and foremost is that every individual
on this team is trying to get
5 percent better each and
every day,” Trimper said.
“We’ve made mistakes
in the past setting big goals,
like let’s win the conference
championship, let’s go to
a regional, let’s win a super-regional. Quite honestly, there’s 147 steps we’d
have to cross off to reach
that goal. If everybody on
this team gets 5 percent better every day, we’re going

to be pretty darn good come
the end of the season.”
With the end of the season nearly two months
away, Maine still has plenty of conference matchups
left to be played. Trimper,
who’s been with Maine for
10 years, has never seen this
much parity in the conference.
“Of all years I’ve been
here, this is the most parity
I’ve seen inside our conference,” Trimper said.
“Either Stony Brook,
Maine, [or] Binghamton
have been able to win the
conference title every year.
This is the one year where
there’s so much parity.
There’s seven teams in our
conference, and they’re all
good. Any team can beat
any team on any given day.”
It’s been easy to forget
about Maine baseball, still
buried in feet of snow and
rough winds that are less
than ideal to play a game
of baseball, but when the
warm weather returns, so
will our Black Bears, who
are as anxious as us to get
that first game started at
Mahaney Diamond.

Baseball preview, Part NHL looking to change
One: American League
overtime rules
Spencer Bergholtz
Contributor
With spring officially
underway, it’s time to take
a look at how the American League is shaping up in
America’s favorite past time.
With a flurry of offseason
moves and question marks to
begin the season, there’s a lot
to delve into:
American League East
One of the best divisions
in baseball, the East is led
by the best rivalry in baseball between the Boston Red
Sox and New York Yankees,
the latter of whom is struggling with the off-the-field
issues of former star Alex
Rodriguez. Other teams have
emerged and proven relevant over the past few years.
Just last year the Baltimore
Orioles had the second best
record in baseball and the
Tampa Bay Rays have quietly been to postseason four
times in the past six years.
With that said, this is the
year of the Red Sox. Boston was the most active and
productive team this offseason adding a lot of star
power to their batting lineup
and solidifying the pitching
rotation. They wasted no
time to get after it this year
signing the two best hitters
on the free-agent market in
Pablo Sandoval and Hanley
Ramirez. They also traded
for two good starting pitchers in Wade Miley and Rick
Porcello to re-tool their starting pitching rotation, which
remains a question mark

without a clear No. 1 starter.
American League Central
The Detroit Tigers are led
by the best hitter in baseball,
Miguel Cabrera, and are
seeking their fifth consecutive American League Central title. This team is built
to win now and they should
win the division again. The
starting pitching is still on
point with former Cy Young
winners David Price and
Justin Verlander as arguably
the best one-two punch in
baseball. Anibal Sanchez
is poised for a bounce back
season as the third guy in the
starting rotation, and off-season additions of Alfredo Simon and Shane Greene are
key to round out the end of
the starting pitching staff.
Detroit also added big
slugger and Home Run Derby champion Yoenis Cespedes to keep the middle
of the lineup strong in case
Cabrera is slow to recover
from surgery or has to miss
some time. Though the Kansas City Royals won the
American League Playoffs
with a magical run after
squeaking in from the playin game, they are no threat to
Detroit to win the division.
Kansas City’s magical run
last postseason was guided
by their ace starting pitcher
James Shields and he is now
in San Diego and was not replaced by anyone.
American League West
The Los Angeles Angels
came up short of expectations
last year, falling in the first

round to the destiny-driven
Kansas City Royals. Mike
Trout had a phenomenal
season last year, winning
the American League MVP
unanimously. He was far
and away the best player in
the league and still is just 23
years old. Albert Pujols is
batting clean-up and is coming off a very good season
at first base for the Angels.
He hit 28 home runs last
year despite missing some
time and batted in 105 runs,
which was good for fifth in
the American League. Garrett Richards proved himself
last year to the Angels that he
is ready to step in and be the
ace. Closing veteran pitcher
Huston Street will get his
first full season as an Angel
to close out games for them,
something they have lacked
in the past.
The Seattle Mariners
could give them a run out
West coming off a great turn
around season in 2014. This
off-season, they added Baltimore Orioles’ all-star Nelson
Cruz to bolster the batting
lineup. Robinson Cano is
coming off his first season
as a Mariner and looking to
have an MVP caliber season
now that he is accustomed to
Seattle and helped put them
back on the map. Felix Hernandez leads the way for the
starting rotation, as he is always pursuing the Cy Young
award and should lead them
to a strong season in a good
division.
Next week, we will be previewing the National League.

Jacob Posik
Staff Writer
Floating in the news last
week was the NHL’s general manager meeting, held in
Boca Raton, Fla., where the
body of GM’s decided that
they want a change in the
league’s overtime period format. Changes have occurred
recently at the American
Hockey League (AHL) level that managers would like
to see mirrored by the sports’
highest league of competition.
The final format is still up
in the air, but the GM’s of the
30 NHL clubs have come to
an agreement that they would
like to see 3-on-3 overtime
during the regular season.
Currently in the AHL,
overtime periods in the regular season last seven minutes. The first three minutes
of action include 4-on-4 play,
and then a whistle stopping
play at the three minute mark
of the period. The final four
minutes of the overtime period is 3-on-3 action, which has
helped the league finish more
games in overtime opposed to
a shootout. The other format
option that GM’s are mulling
over is similar to what is currently in place, but rather 3-on3 opposed to 4-on-4 overtime
with five total minutes in the
period.
With the GM’s of the NHL
signing on an agreement to
bring 3-on-3 overtime play to
their league, another change
will likely be made soon to
overtime periods during the
regular season in professional

hockey.
There are two sides to this
coin; the first being that 3-on-3
play will help end games more
quickly, and potentially appease fans who have wanted
more action in overtime play
and decisive winners since
changes that began in 2005.
With plenty of open ice
and what you would figure
to be the competing teams’
three best players on the ice
facing off in overtime, games
will probably end quicker.
Players will have the space
to deke and show off their
talent before finding twine to
end games. Fewer players on
the ice will open up shooting
lanes and give the league’s
snipers and goal scorers a real
chance to bury points for their
teams.
Regardless of which overtime format takes shape for the
coming seasons, the league is
not abolishing shootouts after
overtime periods. Shootouts
remain popular among fans
of the sport and are the easiest
way to decide a game when
an overtime period yields no
goals.
The second side of the coin
is the additional stress and ice
time this rule change will put
on the league’s best players,
who will likely get the bulk
of this extra time throughout
the season. Extra play leads
to extra wear and tear on their
bodies, which after an 82game regular season, begins
to add up.
Reasoning behind the
change to 3-on-3 is understandable. The switch that the

AHL has made decides more
games in overtime periods
than in shootouts, which is the
opposite of what is occurring
in the NHL.
If I were a general manager
or coach in the NHL, I would
want the outcomes of my
games to be decided on the
ice, in actual play, rather than
the bottom line of the contest
coming down to who has the
best offensive weapons, or
perhaps the best goaltending.
However, I question this
rule change as a necessity to
enhance competition, which
other than player safety,
should be the ultimate reason
the league is changing any of
their policies.
Enhancing
competition
was certainly the backing
of the shootout changes that
were made in years past, but I
fail to see the parallel with the
change GM’s proposed last
week. The longevity of players’ careers has to be weighed
more strongly as a variable
before making this change.
Most NHL line shifts have
been reduced to half a minute,
but late in the season with the
game on the line, star players
will be on the ice in these final
minutes. If more players end
up getting injured in these extended overtime periods, the
league may have to retrace its
steps if the changes for 3-on-3
occur.
I’m not sold, and I’ll be
anxiously awaiting the response from the Player’s
Association
Competition
Committee and Board of
Governors coming in June.
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Around the Conference

MEN’S ICE HOCKEY SCORES
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UPCOMING

GAMES

HE RECORD

OVERALL

14-5-3

27-7-5

13-8-1

22-13-2

12-7-3

21-13-3

11-7-4

21-12-6

Baseball
vs. Albany
1 p.m. & 3:30 p.m.

10-7-5

18-9-5

11-9-2

16-16-4

Sunday, March 29

10-9-3

22-15-4

10-11-1

19-19-2

7-11-4

10-19-7

8-12-2

14-22-3

5-14-3

16-18-4

5-16-1

11-23-2

HE RECORD

OVERALL

20-0-1

34-3-2

Tuesday, March 24

15-5-1

25-9-3

11-8-2

14-17-5

Baseball

9-11-1

10-20-3

5-11-5

11-18-8

6-13-2

10-23-3

6-14-1

15-19-2

5-15-1

6-15-4

Boston College
BU
Northeastern
Maine
UConn
UNH
UVM
Providence

Saturday, March 28

Baseball
vs. Albany
1 p.m.
Softball
at Quinnipiac
12 p.m. & 2 p.m.

AROUND THE
CONFERENCE

Cornell at Albanu
2 p.m.
Bryant vs. UMass Lowell
3 p.m.
Hartford vs. Marist
3 p.m.
Bucknell vs. Binghamton
3 p.m.
Wednesday, March 25
Baseball
Fairfield vs. Hartford
3 p.m.
Northeastern vs. UMass
Lowell
3 p.m.

MEN’S BASKETBALL SCORES
3/16

UNH
NJIT
3/18 Hofstra
UVM
3/20 Mercer
Stony Brook
Oklahoma
Albany

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

77

1

84

2

81

3

85

4

72

5

70

6

69

7

60

8
9

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCORES
3/19

Siena
Stony Brook
3/20 Duke
Albany
Villanova
Maine

1

46

2

54

3

52

4

71

5

60

6
7
8
9

THE BIG TIME
Manchester United took
down Liverpool FC Sunday
in English Premiere League
play, keeping control of
fourth place in the EPL.

Linebacker James Harrison
signed a two-year deal with
the Pittsburgh Steelers and is
expected to play a “reserve
role” next year.

OVERALL

15-1

24-9

12-4

23-12

12-4

19-13

11-5

19-13

7-9

14-16

6-10

12-17

5-11

6-16

2-14

4-26

2-14

3-27

AE RECORD

OVERALL

14-2

24-9

14-2

23-9

10-6

17-14

9-7

17-12

8-8

16-17

7-9

14-15

6-10

12-19

Sunday, March 29

2-14

5-24

2-14

4-26

Binghamton vs. UMass
Lowell
12 p.m.

Albany
Stony Brook
UVM
UNH
Hartford
UMass Lowell
Binghamton
UMBC
Maine

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

53

AE RECORD

Maine
Albany
Stony Brook
UNH
Hartford
UMass Lowell
UMBC
UVM
Binghamton

New York Rangers goalie
Henrik Lundqvist practiced
last week but will not rush
back from a neck injury.

UMBC vs. Navy
6 p.m.
Saturday, March 28
Binghamton vs. UMass
Lowell
12 p.m.
Albany vs. Stony Brook
1 p.m.
UMBC vs. Hartford
12 p.m.
Binghamton vs. UMass
Lowell
3 p.m.
UMBC vs. Hartford
3 p.m.

UMBC vs. Hartford
12 p.m.

Highlights from last week’s professional action
Michigan State knocked off
No. 2 seen Virginia 60-54 for
the second straight year.

Stony Brook vs. Sacred
Heart
3:30 p.m.

Chicago Cubs prospect
Kris Bryant continued his
torrid spring last weekend,
hitting a pair of homers Saturday to increase his spring
training total to eight.

Albany vs. Stony Brook
12 p.m.
Quinnipiac vs. Maine
2 p.m.

Monday, March 23, 2015

Softball
from B1

pitcher Alexis Bogdanovich,
who has posted an America
East best 6-3 record with just
a 1.53 ERA. She also leads all
conference pitchers in innings
pitched with 73. She recently
took home the America East
Pitcher of the Week award for
the third time this season. She
will be the backbone of this
Black Bear rotation, but there
are other pitchers who have
shown promise despite their
age.
Second-year starting pitcher Molly Flowers sports a 3-2
record in 40 innings pitched.
Fellow second-year Annie
Kennedy and first-year Erin
Bogdanovich, sister of Alexis,
have each made appearances in the circle for the Black
Bears for starts and in relief.
While Maine leads the
conference in pitching and is
within the top three in defense,
the offense appears to be their
weakest category. While that
might look like the case statis-

Basketball
from B1

ing the Black Bears’ bench
31-10.
Koizar started the second half by connecting on a
jump shot, sparking a quick
6-2 UMaine run. She continued to catalyze the Black
Bears’ offense, connecting
on a pair of and-one layups
to cut the Wildcat lead to 14
points.
UMaine rebounded the
ball well, out-rebounding
the Wildcats 33-26. The
Black Bears were led on the
boards by third-year forward

The Maine Campus
tically, Maine hitters have already caught up to their 2014
season numbers in some categories. For example, the Black
Bears hit only 12 home runs
during the entirety of last season, and so far this season, they
have clubbed 11. The same
goes for walks. Maine batters
took ball four 74 times last
season and that have equaled
that total halfway through the
2015 campaign.
According to Coutts, the
focus is not on padding the
stats, but making the opposing
pitcher work for every out.
“We’re working on moving
runners and focusing on quality at-bats rather than focusing
on what your batting average
is. We need to produce with
runners in scoring position.
That’s our focus now. Runner
at second or third, we need to
do a better job of getting them
around.”
Maine is led offensively by second-year shortstop
Felicia Lennon, who is batting .329 with one home run
and 12 RBI. Maine is getting
their power from their upperLiz Wood, who grabbed a
game-high 11 boards and
chipped in nine points.
Wood also passed Missy
Traversi for 14th all-time in
UMaine scoring with 1,131
career points.
Villanova was able to
keep a double-digit cushion for the rest of the game,
closing out the contest with
five straight three-pointers,
with two coming from Louin and two from third-year
guard Caroline Coyer.
The Black Bears finish
their season with a firstplace finish in the America
East regular season 23-9
overall record.

classmen. Third-year catcher
Janelle Bouchard and fourthyear infielder Nikki Byron
have both hit three home runs
each.
Maine has six fourth-year
players on the roster this semester, and they will all play
crucial roles in guiding this
young team that comprises
mostly of second-years and
first-years.
“We are young, but the
experience of some of our
seniors has really helped. We
have six seniors altogether. I
think it’s a good and bad thing
having a young team,” Coutts
said. “But in the world of softball, they compete at such a
high level before they get to
college.”
The season will heat up
now that conference play has
begun. Despite the stiffer competition, Coutts says that the
team will still focus on playing
strong team defense, putting
together quality at bats and
staying competitive throughout the duration of every game.
“We try to focus on the
things that we can do, only the

things we can control,” Coutts
said looking at conference
play. “If we’re playing good
defense, we’re moving runners
and outs, pitchers are throwing
strikes, we’ll be OK.”
Coutts expects her team to
finish in the top three in the
conference, looking to make
a strong tournament run. The
team has shown some promise, and it is within their reach
to grab a top three rank but the
end of the season.
“We look to be in the top
two, top three by the time the
tournament comes,” Coutts
said, “But we do want to come
in first and host. I think that’s
everyone’s goal.”
Maine finished fifth in
America East last season,
missing the America East
Championship
tournament
after losing a tiebreaker to
UMBC. The last time Maine
made the tournament was in
the 2012 season when they
were the No. 4 seed in Coutts’
first year as head coach.
Maine will look to continue
conference action at home versus Albany on April 3 and 4.
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Are you interested in
writing for the Maine
Campus?
Do you enjoy going
to events and writing
about sports?
Well, we will have an
opening at the sports
editor position for the
fall and we want you to
apply! E-mail sports@
mainecampus.com
with writing samples
and a resume.
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